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ABSTRACT

This thesis reports on the development and validation of a detailed software model for a

numerical transmission line protection relay for use in the time domain simulation

program PSCAD@/EMTDCTM. The transmission line protection relay selected for

modelling is the NxtPhase APT LPROTM model 2100 firmware version 2.6b. Detailed

software models for commercial line protection relays provide a convenient alternative to

injection testing methods but are difficult to produce due to the proprietary nature of their

design details.

A review of transmission line protection systems is provided. The functional

characteristics of numerical overcurrent and distance line protection relay elements are

explained as well as the generalized functional blocks within a typical numerical

protection relay. Phasor based relay models and detailed software models are discussed

and their applications explained. Some power system transients of interest driving the

development of detailed relay software models are identified. The issues surrounding the

development of detailed software models for commercial relays are also explored.

A performance objective is established to have the relay model perform with 100%

accuracy for element operating decisions and within +/- 1 protection processing interval

(+l- 2.1 ms) for element pickup and reset timing when compared to the physical relay for

the same input signals. The model is developed with a detailed analysis provided for

each functional block of the model. A model validation test plan is proposed to validate

the response of 5 model protection elements to 25 different transmission line faults

simulated in PSCAD/EMTDC. Five of these faults include varying degrees of current

transformer saturation. The simulated currents and voltages applied to the model relay

are recorded to a file in IEEE COMTRADE format and injected into the physical relay

using a relay test set. The response of the model elements and relay elements are

compared and the overall accuracy of the relay model assessed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Purpose for this Research

The purpose of this research is to develop and validate a detailed software model of a

commercially available numerical transmission line protection relay for use in the time

domain simulation program PSCAD@/EMTDCTM '. Th" transmission line protection

relay selected for modelling is the NxtPhase APT LPROTM 2 model 2100 firmware

version 2.6b. The goal is to demonstrate that an accurate software model of a

commercial numerical relay can be developed by an independent model developer using

a combination of public domain information and certain proprietary details from the relay

manufacturer. The author selected this particular relay because of NxtPhase's strong

commitment to support the proposed model development including the disclosure of

design details normally not released into the public domain.

1.2 The Need for Detailed Software Models

Modern numerical transmission line protection relays are functionally complex devices

using sophisticated signal processing techniques and complicated protection logic. These

protective relays offer a large number of protection elements and logic functions that

operate on highly processed current and potential signals from the power system.

Protection engineers may need to deal with numerous makes and models of commercially

available numerical relays from various manufacturers each of which may use very

different operating principles. Understanding every detail of the complex signal

processing and protection algorithms that these relays use is a daunting task on its own.

' pSCRD is a registered trademark of the Manitoba HVDC Research Centre and EMTDC is a trademark of
Manitoba Hydro. PSCAD (Power System Computer Aided Design) is a graphical interface used to build

power system models using "drag and drop" elements from a component library. EMTDC
(El""trorugnetic Transients DC) is a general purpose time domain simulation program used to solve the

systems created in PSCAD. The PSCAD/EMTDC integrated software tool is marketed by the Manitoba

HVDC Research Centre

2 LPRO is a trademark of NxtPhase lnc, a supplier of the APT line of nurnerical protection relays.



Trying to accurately calculate or even estimate the response of these relays to transient

current and voltage signals is almost impossible. The sophisticated technology behind

these relay platforms presents a terrif,rc challenge to the protection engineer when

assessing a relay for a particular application, determining relay settings, or diagnosing a

relay mal-operation.

In order to maintain stability in heavily loaded power systems, modern relays are often

required to identify power system faults as fast as one power system cycle (1/60th of a

second) or less, and determine if a circuit breaker should or should not be tripped.

Following the occurrence of a fault, a relay's current and potential signals are very likely

to contain signifìcant non fundamental signal components due to effects such as

exponential offset, fault noise, or instrument transformer induced transients. Ironically,

most power system relays including numerical relays are set by protection engineers

based only on steady state fundamental conditions determined from phasor based fault

studies. Numerical relays which make operating decisions within the first one or two

cycles are doing so with current and potential signals rich in transient components.

While these relays are designed with the intention of filtering out undesirable transients

and signal components, it is not always predictable what signals a relay may be subjected

to, or how the relay's various signal processing and protection algorithms will respond.

Some typical concerns surround the transient reach of overcurrent or distance elements,

how different polarizing choices rnay effect operation, the transient security of directional

elements, or the response of complex protection logic using numerous element inputs.

Investigating a relay's response to a particular system disturbance or fault can be done by

applying the disturbance to the real power system including the protection system under

investigation. This method of applying "staged faults" is extremely undesirable due to its

impact on the real power system not to mention the cost and complexity involved when

numerous events require investigation. More commonly, testing of the relay or

protection system is accomplished by simulating the power system signals with time



domain simulation programs such as EMTP/ATP 3 or PSCAD/EMTDC and saving the

relay current and potential signals to a file. Later the current and potential signals are

played back (injected) to the relay in real time using a specialized injection test set.

Alternatively, the power system signals may be simulated and injected into the relay

directly in real time using a power system real time simulator. Protection engineers use

both the real time file playback and the real time simulator "injection testing" methods

today to assess relay performance to real world signals. Both real time file playback and

real time simulator testing of relays can be an expensive, laborious, and time consuming

process involving specialised test equipment to carry out the tests. For these reasons both

methods can often only be justified in the most extreme cases where relay operating

margins are critical or the application is unique.

Often protection engineers would like to study the suitability of a relay for particular

applications where there are unique application considerations but cannot justify the

additional expense and time required for real time file playback or real time simulator

testing. For these cases a detailed relay software model is very valuable. Such a rnodel

ideally runs within a time domain simulation program such as EMTP or EMTDC. The

simulation program can accurately determine the relevant power system signals and at the

same time simulate the relays response to these same signals. Alternatively, real system

fault data from a digital fault record file can be played back into a software model to

assess relay performance to the disturbance, or to analyze a mal-operation of a relay.

Models also offer the additional advantage of being able to look inside at internal relay

quantities to assess margins of operation. A detailed relay software model therefore

affords the protection engineer the convenience to do away with complicated injection

based tests and accurately evaluate the performance of a relay to any number of system

disturbance events using only a personal computer.

Relay software models have existed in various forms for some time and are used by

manufacturers for relay development, by utility protection engineers in application

t EMTP (Electromagnetic Transients Program) and ATP (Alternative Transients Program) are general

purpose time dornain simulation programs.



studies, and by academics for research and educational tools U], [2], [3]. The level of

detail in modelling can valy gleatly from a simple phasor based equation set, to a

complex time domain simulation subroutine. The level of modelling detail is ultimately

justif,red by the model user's particular requirements'

There are presently many commercially available software packages providing phasor

based models for commercially available protective relays. Detailed transient software

models running in time domain simulation plogÏams have been developed successfully

by academics for relays built in house where they have full access to all the design details

l2l,l7l. Few such detailed transient models exist however for commercial relays. Relay

manufacturers are generally not anxious to release the proprietary details of their relays,

in particular the software coding or "fiïmware", which are required to build detailed

transient models. Transient relay models presently existing in the public domain are most

often developed based only on generic protection algorithms [1], [3]' Such transient

models are valuable for educational purposes, but are of little value to practicing

protection engineers. The limited availability of information on commercial relay design

details constrains model developers from building accurate and therefore reliable

software models for relays applied in power systems'

1.3 Scope of Work

A review of transmission line faults and transmission line protection systems is provided'

Basic line protection relay elements are explained as well as the generalized functional

blocks within a typical modern numerical plotection relay.

phasor based relay models and detailed software models are discussed and their

applications explained. Some of the power system transients of interest driving the

development of detailed relay software models are identified. The issues surrounding the

development of detailed relay software models are also explored.



A model strategy is proposed which separates the LPRO software model into several

functional blocks. A desirable performance objective for the model is proposed. The

LPRO model is developed with a detailed analysis provided for each functional block of

the model. In order to ensure a reasonable amount of work for this Thesis, the LPRO

model will include only instantaneous overcurrent elements and 2 zones of phase and

ground distance elements along with all their associated supervisory elements.

A model validation test plan is proposed to validate the response of 5 LPRO model

protection elements to 25 different transmission line faults simulated in

PSCAD/EMTDC. Five of these faults include varying degrees of current transformer

saturation. The sirnulated currents and voltages applied to the model relay are recorded

to a file in IEEE COMTRADE format and played back into the physical relay using a

relay test set. The behaviour of the 5 model elements and relay elements are directly

compared and the overall accuracy of the relay rnodel assessed.



2. NUMERICAL TRANSMISSION LINE PROTECTION

RELAYS

2.1 Power Transmission Lines and Their Protection

Transmission lines are used to route electrical power to geographic areas where it is

required. Transmission lines can vary in length from a fraction of a kilometre to

hundreds of kilometres and operate at voltages up to 1000kV or more. Most transmission

lines are of the "overhead" type constructed on towers or poles with 3 bare phase

conductors attached to the tower by means of a connecting "insulator". Often more then

one transmission line mav share the same tower.

Overhead transmission lines by nature of their exposed design are vulnerable to faults. A

fault is any event where the insulation of any or all of the high voltage conductors fails.

This typically results in a large magnitude current flow, often through an arc, from the

faulted conductor to either another of the high voltage conductors or to ground. Each

high voltage transmission line conductor is electrically insulated from others in the

vicinity by the air surrounding it, and insulated from the grounded tower by its attaching

insulator. The events which lead to a failure of the air or attachment insulators are

numerous including such things as overvoltage from lightning strikes, inadvertent contact

with grounded objects such as trees, deteriorated insulators, or tower structural failures.

Once a fault has occurred on a transmission line, the only remedy is to de-energize the

faulty line to extinguish the fault.

Devices that detect faults on the transmission line are called line protective relays, but are

often commonly referred to as either the " line protection", or more generically the

"relay". The role of the line protection relay is to quickly identify a faulty line and

initiate the disconnection of the line from the greater power system. Quick disconnection

of faulted transmission lines is required to ensure human safety, prevent power system

instability, and to prevent damage to system apparatus including the line itself.

6



The entire transmission line protection system is composed of three main components

including the instrument transformers, the transmission line protection relay, and the

power circuit breaker as shown in Figure 2.I l4l. The instrument transformer's role is to

reduce the large magnitude voltage or current signals on a transmission line to a level

suitable for input into a protective relay. The line's "primary" currents and voltages are

scaled down to low level or "secondary" currents and potentials by the current

transformer (CT) and potential transformer (PT) respectively. The transmission line

protection relay uses the secondary current and potential quantities to decide if the

transmission line is faulted. If the relay decides the line is faulted, it initiates a "trip" to

the transmission line's power circuit breaker(s). The power circuit breaker must then

operate to disconnect the faulty line from the greater power system. The relay is made to

distinguish between normal operating conditions and faulty conditions by means of its

applied relay settings. The protection engineer determines relay settings based upon

analytical system studies and the relevant setting philosophies for the application.

Figure 2.Lz A typical transmission line protection system.



Transmission line protection can be broken down into non-pilot schemes (single-ended)

or pilot schemes (double ended). Non-pilot scheme relays use only the line end current

and potential signals to make tripping decisions based on current magnitudes and/or

measured impedance. Pilot schemes use information from both ends of the line

transmitted back and forth over a communication channel. Many numerical transmission

line protection relays include both pilot and non-pilot schemes. This discussion will be

limited to non-pilot transmission line protection.

2.2 HowNumerical Transmission Line Protection Relavs Detect Faults

Numerical transmission line relays detect power system faults by monitoring line end

current and potential quantities to determine if the line is faulted according to the rules of

its protection algorithms and the user applied settings. The numerical relay's hardware

provides the means with which to process the incoming current and potential signals and

provide the required input/output (I/O) capability. The hardware of numerical relays is

discussed in the following section. The software coding or firmware applied to the

numerical relay provides the signal processing methods and protection algorithms

required to process the incoming current and potential signals and decide whether or not

the relay should trip the circuit breaker.

A typical f,rrmware block diagram is illustrated in Figure 2.2. The discrete line current

i[n] and potential v[n] signals are obtained form the relay hardware's analogue to digital

(A/D) converter. These discrete signals are processed numerically to filter out

undesirable signal components and extract signal quantities such as fundamental

frequency phasors, root-mean-square (RMS) magnitudes, and symmetrical component

phasors. Fundamental frequency phasors are the most common quantity of interest and

can be extracted using techniques such as the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) or

Walsh Functions [5]. Both RMS and symmetrical components are easily extracted using

well established procedures [6]. These various processed signal quantities are fed to the

protection algorithms to determine if the line is faulted.



Protection
Elements

Protection Logic
Outputs

User Applied
Settings

User Applied
Settings

Figure 2.2: A typical numerical relay firmware functional block diagram.

The relay's protection algorithm can be subdivided into two distinct components which

include (1) the protection elements, and (2) the protection logic. The first component, the

protection elements, are functions which use the signal quantities discussed above to

determine if a specific threshold has been exceeded. The threshold level is usually

established by a user applied setting. Protection elements are generally two state devices.

If the element's operating threshold is not exceeded, the element is said to be in the

"reset" state. If the threshold has been exceeded than the element is said to be in the

"operated" state. It should be pointed out that the "operation" of an element does not by

itself necessarily imply the relay will "trip" and the two terms should not be used

interchangeably.

The second major component of the protection algorithm, the protection logic, uses the

state of the individual protection elements along with basic logic gates, timers, and user

applied settings to decide if the relay should indeed trip. Protection logic is also used to

implement auxiliary functions such as loss of potential (LOP) and dead line pickup.

The two most common line protection elements are (1) level detection elements which

determine if a measured signal quantity is over or under a certain level, and (2) distance

9



elements which test if the line end apparent impedance phasor falls within a characteristic

shape in the resistance(R)-reactance(X) plane (R-X plane) [4]. Of the level detection and

distance element types just described, two stand out as being the most commonly

available and widely used in transmission line protection. These are the overcurrent level

detection element and the mho distance element.

2.2.1The Overcurrent Level Detection Element

The overcurrent level detection element is used to determine if the magnitude of a

current signal exceeds the threshold level established by the user applied setting.

Overcurrent elements that operate without intentional delay are referred to as

"instantaneous" and enter the "operate" state as soon as the magnitude of the

measured current signal exceeds the applied setting. Time overcurrent elements

start their operation when the applied setting is exceeded but operate with a time

delay that is determined by the particular time-current characteristic. Figure 2.3

illustrates the process. Typical numerical relay overcurrent elements operate on

fundamental RMS current magnitude, true RMS cunent magnitude, or positive,

negative, or zero sequence symmetrical component RMS current magnitudes.

User Applied
Setting Level

Current Signal Magnitude

ul

I
Opera:et

Þ^^^. L-l
I tme

User Applied
Setting Level

Figure 2.3: The numerical overcurrent level detection element.
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2.2.2The Mho Distance Element

The mho distance element determines if the measured line end apparent

impedance phasor falls within a characteristic mho circle shape as shown below in

Figure 2.4. The mho element uses the line end current and potential phasors to

measure the protected line's impedance from the relay location. Normal loading

impedances will appear large and plot far outside the mho circle. A line fault

however will typically reduce the impedance measured by the relay to some value

less than the impedance of the line itself. The size of the mho circle is determined

by a user applied "reach" setting usually based on a multiple of the protected

transmission line's positive sequence impedance.

In Figure 2.4, the mho circle size or "reach" of the element is set at 80% of the

transmission line impedance Zr-u¡ro. Line faults within 80% of the line length

from the relay location should cause the mho element to operate providing the

fault resistance is not excessive. Figure 2.4 shows impedance phasor Zroro

plotted for a typical normal load impedance, and phasor Zp¡rtrr plotted for a

The Mho Distance Element

Current
Phasor lrl

ct, I

Potential
Phasor lvl

c[v

Resistance

User Applied
Settings

Figure 2.4: A numerical mho distance element

I

T**l ll-
Reset.l-ll-

t=0
Time

l1



typical fault. When a fault occurs, the impedance calculated by the relay does not

instantaneously change to the faulted impedance. The dashed line indicates a

possible numerical fault impedance trajectory from the load impedance phasor to

the fault impedance phasor. Real time is required for this measurement transition

to take place and is the cause of inherent delay from the time of fault incidence

until the element operates. Operation of the mho element occurs at t:0 when the

measured impedance just enters the mho circle.

Mho elements are generally not realized through an explicit Z:Yll apparent

impedance phasor calculation. Very commonly, numerical mho distance

characteristics are implemented by comparing the phase angle between derived

"operating" and "polarizing" phasors. The phase angle comparison based

distance element operates if the phase angle difference between the two phasors is

within a defined range. By adjusting the limits of the angle range different mho

shapes can be realized including the lens and tomato shapes. This approach has

been widely used and is well documented [6].

Phase mho relays and ground mho relays are used to detect phase faults and

ground faults respectively. The reach setting for both phase and ground rnho

distance relays is set as a multiple of the protected transmission lines positive

sequence impedance. A ground mho relay however requires unique

compensation for the line it protects to allow it to correctly measure the positive

sequence impedance during ground faults [4], [6].

2.3 The Hardware Technology of Modern Numerical Transmission Line Protection

Most modern numerical protection relays are based upon similar hardware platforms.

The biggest differences between various manufacturers' relays is the frrmware applied to

the relay as discussed in Section2.2.

12
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Figure 2.5: A generalized hardware block diagram for a numerical relay.

A generalized functional block diagram for a modern numerical relay is illustrated in

Figure 2.5. Analogue currents i(t) and potentials v(t) from the power system CTs and

PTs enter the relay and are reduced in magnitude to levels appropriate for electronic

equipment by means of the auxiliary input CTs and PTs.

The current and potential signals are next passed through the anti-aliasing filters. The

anti-aliasing filter is a low pass filter designed to attenuate frequency components in the

input signal which exceed one-half the relay's sampling frequency (7ß). The filter ensures

accurate sampling of the input signal according to the sampling theorem, by band limiting

the incoming signals to below one-half the sampling frequency. If the filter was not

included, frequency aliasing may occur if the input signal contains frequency components

which exceed one-half the sampling frequency. Power systems often have signif,rcant

levels of harmonics which could corrupt sampled current and potential signals if left

uncorrected.

13



Magnitude (dB)

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 2.6: Frequency aliasing folds back frequencies exceedingfslZ.

Aliasing is the process whereby frequencies which exceed one-half the sampling

frequency (fsl\ folH back upon frequencies less than fsl2 as shown in Figure 2.6. The

higher frequency components mimic their associated low frequency components during

the sampling process which result in measurement errors. Any signal containing

frequency components less than fsl2 can be sampled without error. Signals containing

frequency components exceeding fs/2 will cause sampling errors if the high frequency

aliasing component (f":fs-ñ which folds back upon the frequency of interest (f) being

sampled is of signihcant magnitude. The anti-aliasing filter therefore prevents aliasing

errors by attenuating all frequencies exceedingfsl2.

After the anti-aliasing filters, the analogue current and potential signals are sampled and

converted to discrete signals in the A/D converter. These discrete signals are now ready

to be analyzed in the relay processor.

Modern numerical relays use either microprocessors or DSPs to perform the required

signal processing and protection algorithms. The relay firmware provides the

;\
JS
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manufacturer's unique instruction sets used by the processor to digitally process the

current and potential signals for quantities of interest and to implement the protection

algorithms. Numerical relays also require read/write memory to support the signal

processing and protection algorithms, and recording functions.

External events can be entered into the relay's logic by connecting external contacts to

drive "status inputs". When the processor determines that some action such as a trip must

be initiated, it does so through outputs which generally are in the form of either a high

speed electro-mechanical relay or a solid state switching device. The most modern

numerical relay platforms also offer I/O capability through data communication ports

using various communication protocols to connect to programmable logic controllels

(PLCs) or other intelligent electronic devices (IEDs).
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3. PROTECTIVE RELAY SOFTWARE MODELS

3.1 Protective Relay Software Model Types and Applications

Relay software models have existed in various forms for some time and are used by

manufacturers for relay development, by utility protection engineers in application

studies, and by academics for research and educational tools. Relay software models can

be categorized as either phasor based models or transient models depending on the

solution approach [1].

3.1.1 Phasor Based Relav Models

Phasor based relay software models consist of a set of phasor equations into

which phasor quantities of current or voltage are substituted to solve for the r-elay

response. The majority of relay models in use today are in fact phasor based

models [1]. Often phasor based software models are included with commercially

available phasor based fault simulation packages. These software packages allow

the user to fully model their power system and simulate various types of faults.

The program provides a steady state phasor solution to the applied fault. These

programs can also take this phasor solution and run it through a phasor based

relay model to determine if the relay operated for the applied fault.

Phasor based models can accurately represent the performance of their physical

counterparts for steady state conditions. Phasor based models are very useful for

the majority of users who are only concerned with setting relays in standard

applications or for verifying relay coordination. V/ith this apploach the

occasional slow clearing fault or false trip due to the unforeseen effect of some

transient event is acceptable compared to the cost and complexity of more

detailed transient studies. In fact, most protective relays are set based on steady

state phasor studies only.
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The major drawback to phasor based models however is their inherent inability to

accurately represent how a relay responds to transient events which can not be

represented in phasor domain solutions. The response of a relay to a particular

power system disturbance could be affected by transients generated from the

disturbance itself, the transient response of the instrument transformers, or the

transient response of the relays hardware and/or firmware functions. The end

result may be that a relay trips very slowly, false trips or does not trip at all.

3.1.2 Transients Affecting Relay Performance

The affects of transients on relay performance are often more of a concern with

applications where fault clearing times and/or security against false operation are

particularly critical. Transients alter the relay signals which may cause the

protective elements in relays to function incorrectly resulting in relays falsely

tripping for faults outside their protected zones (over reaching), or not tripping for

faults inside their protected zones (under reaching). There are numerous

circumstances that may occur where relays are subjected to transient quantities in

their current and/or potential signals that may adversely affect their performance

t1l

Both CTs and PTs have unique transient and steady state responses dependent

upon their particular design and application. CTs and PTs may exhibit either

transient or steady state ratio errors due to magnetic core saturation. CT

saturation results in distorted secondary current waveforms causing numerical

relays to measure less fundamental current than is actually present in the primary

of the CT resulting in overcurrent or distance element under reaching. Some high

voltage PTs incorporate a capacitive voltage divider in their design and are

referred to as a capacitor voltage transformers or CVTs. Poor CVT transient

response during faults may cause the fundamental voltage component measured

by the numerical relay to appear smaller than it actually is resulting in distance

element over reaching.
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The presence of non-fundamental signal components should not normally present

a problem to most numerical relays in the steady state since they typically extract

only the fundamental component for operating purposes. Transient events such as

energizing transformer banks or capacitor banks however can expose relays to

transient inrush signals composed of both fundamental and non-fundamental

components. It is not always clear what levels of particular frequency

components exist within these types of signals making it difficult for protection

engineers to appropriately apply the relay. Transient events such as these may

require study to ensure relay algorithms function as intended - especially in those

cases where non-fundamental signal quantities are used for restraining or

operating signals.

Most system faults yield undesirable relay signal components such as "fault

noise" and exponential signal offset (most often called DC offset). Transients

such as these are directly targeted for removal by appropriate filters included in

the relay design. The overall response and accuracy of a relay design for these

conditions may be of interest in some applications.

Analyzing relay perfonnance becomes even more complicated for evolving

system faults, especially for transmission line relays employing single pole

tripping and reclosing schernes. Evaluating and configuring complicated relay

elements and logic under all fault scenarios is not easily done other than by

injection testing methods or simulation models.

Other transmission line protection scenarios that may require transient studies

include transmission lines with series capacitors, power swing studies (out of step

protection), and applications electrically close to generating stations where source

impedances may vary with time following a system disturbance or fault.
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3.1.3 Transient Software Relay Models

Transient software relay models can be subdivided into two classes [1]. The first

is the "generic" relay model that is designed based upon the general operating

principles of the relay. These models for example may include software code for

an element based only on a typical description such as a "positive sequence

voltage polarized mho element". The generic model code implements this

element using one of many generally accepted textbook techniques. Generic

models of commercial relays however may be limited in their overall accuracy

since the element itself and the signals it operates on may be realized differently

in the physical relay, but still be suitable classified by the manufacturer's generic

description. Generic relay models by virtue of their lack of detail are simple to

develop but rnay lack accuracy with respect to operational margins and timing.

Generic relay models are excellent for educational purposes but probably are not

suff,rciently accurate for most real world application studies [1], [3].

The second class of transient relay models is the "detailed" model. Detailed

software models try to exactly incorporate the physical relay's hardware

characteristics, signal processing techniques, and protection algorithm coding.

Each functional block within the detailed model is designed as much as possible

based upon the exact implementation within the physical relay. Detailed models

offer the advantage of excellent accuracy with respect to operational margins and

timing. Since detailed models attempt to produce the physical relay's internal

signals exactly, detailed models offer the additional advantage of "looking inside"

the relay at these signals to gain further insight into margins and timing.

Numerical relays in particular lend themselves well to detailed modeling since it

is possible to exactly reproduce the firmware coding of the physical relay in a

modeling environment. Detailed software rnodels have been developed by

academics for relays developed in house where the details of the relay's hardware

and firmware are fully known l2l, [7], [8]. Detailed software models for
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commercially available relays however are rare and therefore not widely used

today. The issues surrounding this problem are explored in the following section.

3.2 Commercial Relays and Detailed Software Modelling

Detailed software models for commercially available numerical relays are not widely

available. The main reason for this is due to the reluctance of manufacturers to release

any proprietary details of their products [1]. Detailed models for commercial relays can

come into existence by one of two different methods. The frrst method has the relay

manufacturer themselves develop and validate the detailed model and distribute it to their

customers. Alternately, the users of the relays themselves or some third party can

develop the model if the relay rnanufacturer is willing to release key details of the relay

design.

Commercial relay manufacturers, because of their complete access to relay design details,

are best suited for the job of creating accurate detailed rnodels. For numerical relays,

manufacturers could conceivably package their exact firmware coding along with the

hardware model to provide a very accurate software model. In many cases,

manufacturers create detailed models of their products in the development stages to test

various algorithms. Regardless, few if any models ever come directly from the

manufacturer.

For protection engineers and other users of the physical relays, it is a very laborious task

to develop and validate a detailed software model. It would be hard to justify the time

and labour expense in developing such a model versus transient testing the physical relay

with injection testing methods. A great deal of information and effort is required to

develop and validate an accurate model. This information can be obtained from various

sources including published papers, patents, relay manuals, and the manufacturer'

themselves []. Regardless, it is hard to conceive that a manufacturer would ever hand

over the design schematics and fìrmware coding for their product to a customer or third
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party for the purposes of model development' As a result, models developed by

customers or third parties will always be subject to accuracy limitations'

The degree of accuracy required from the model by a user may depend entirely on their

particular study requirements or personal comfort level. In some critical cases even the

most accurate of software models may not satisfy the protection engineer, and therefore

warrant injection testing methods. In model development, there is no way of

guaranteeing a specific degree of model accuracy perhaps other than creating an exact

component level hardware model which also incorporates the exact firmware scripting.

Such a model should, in theory be close to exact, however would be laborious to build,

and most likety would be exceedingly slow in any simulation environment. In fact

research has indicated that even when the physical relay hardware and firmware are

completely known, uncontrollable factors such as unsynchronized telaylmodel sampling

can lead to inaccuracies in the model performanc e l2l. Regardless, it does remain

possible to develop models that are sufficiently accurate for many users'

A necessary step in the development of an accurate software model is validation testing.

Validation testing attempts to verify that the response of the software model is

sufficiently accurate compared to the response of the physical relay for the same signal

inputs. The most common model validation techniques involve injecting the physical

relay with the very same simulated signals applied to the relay model l2l,l7l. Academic

research indicates it is desirable to validate internal signals, calculated quantities, and

protection element responses in the relay model against the same from the physical relay

[2], [7], [8]. Retrieving internal signals and calculated quantities from most commercial

platforms may be difficult however as they are not designed for this purpose. The

commercial relay model designer must therefore use whatever signals are available to

establish a measure of confidence in the model. Developing an acceptably accurate

model may involve an iterative process of development and validation testing.
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4. DEVELOPMENT OF THE NXTPHASE LPRO

SOFTWARE MODEL FOR PSCAD/EMTDC

4.1 General Description of the LPRO Relay

The Nxtphase APT LPRO model 2100 protection relay pictured in Figure 4.1 is a

multifunction transmission line protection device which is based around phase and

ground distance protection. The LPRO also includes numerous non-directional,

directional, and negative Sequence overcurrent elements, over and under voltage

elements, and an out of step element. The relay includes the logic required to implement

standard communication aided (pilot) tripping schemes such as Permissive over-

Reaching Transfer Trip (POTT), weak in-feed logic, breaker fail protection, dead line

pickup, loss of potential (LOP), and synchronism check. The platfonn also provides

transient recording capability to capture disturbance events with a recording clarity up to

the 25t'' harmonic.

Figure 4.1: The NxtPhase APT LPRO Model2100 Relay

The relay is implemented on a hardware platform consisting of 7 printed circuit board

modules. The "AC Analogue Input Board" includes current and potential input

transformers and anti-aliasing filter circuits. The "Main Processor Board (MPB)" utilizes

a floating point DSP processor to perform all protection and recording signal processing

and protection algorithm processing. The "486 CPU Board" uses a 486 class central
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processing unit (CPU) to provide data management utilities and communication

processing. The "External Input and Comm Board" provides both contact status inputs

and communication ports to connect to other external intelligent electronic devices

(personal computers, remote terminal units). The "Relay Output and DC Analogue

Input Board" provides high speed contact outputs for initiating external circuits. The

"Front Panel Board" includes LED status indicators, an alphanumeric display and keypad

to form an integrated human machine interface (HMI). The "Power Supply Board"

converts connected DC power supplies to the appropriate internal board level voltages.

The LPRO relay's primary signal sampling rate is 96 samples per power system cycle

(s/c) for a sampling frequency of 5760 Hz. This sampling rate is used for recording all

input analogue signals. The sample rate is reduced to 8 s/c (a80Hz) for all protection

elements and protection logic processing. The relay protection elements all operate on

numerical phasor based techniques. The mho distance elements are realized using

numerical phasor based techniques to implement the classical phase angle comparison

method for mho distance elements.

4.2 Model Strategy

4.2.1 Objectives

The accuracy of a detailed software model for a commercial relay depends

significantly on the model designer's access to proprietary hardware and firmware

details about the relay being modelled. The author in this case did receive details

of specific hardware or firmware elements upon request however, the author did

not receive complete access to design documents such as schematic diagrams and

firmware coding. Consequently it was possible to develop a much more detailed

model then would normally be possible by using only public domain information,

but still not an exact model.
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A desirable and reasonable objective is to have the LPRO software model perform

with 100% accuracy for element operating decisions. This implies that the relay

and model elements both operate or both do not operate for a given disturbance.

Further, when an element does operate, the pick up and reset times of the model

element must be within +/- 1 protection processing interv al (+l- 2.1ms) compared

to the same physical relay element for the same input signals. This level of

accuracy should certainly be sufficient for the bulk of both utility and academic

user study requirements. It is reasonable at the level of detailed modelling carried

out to expect results where trip decision timing is significantly better.

4.2.2Model Structure and Code Flow

The LPRO relay model is broken down into separate hardware and firmware

model blocks. Each block attempts to accurately model its associated part of the

physical relay hardware or firmware coding. For the most part, the hardware

model blocks including the analogue signal conditioning and A/D converter are

prepared based on specific circuit details released by NxtPhase. The hardware

blocks are modelled with sufficient detail that the intermediate analogue signals

and A/D output should match those of the physical relay. The fìrmware model

blocks including digital signal processing, protection elements and logic are

developed with the LPRO lJser's Manual and additional proprietary information

provided by NxtPhase. This model is developed for LPRO firmware version

2.6b.

This model is developed to run within the PSCAD/EMTDC time domain

simulation environment. The PSCAD/EMTDC simulation tool is composed of a

graphical "CAD" based user interface (PSCAD), and a time domain simulation

engine (EMTDC). The PSCAD tool provides the user with a drag and drop user

interface to build po\ryer system models using standard libraries or user built

models of power system components such as generators, transmission lines,

control functions, and fault functions. The PSCAD interface also serves to
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present the time domain simulation solution to the user through various plotting

features. The EMTDC simulation engine solves the case model code built in

pSCAD and supplies the time domain solution back to PSCAD for the user to see.

User models such as this LPRO model are included in the EMTDC case code and

are solved as part of the total case solution.

The LPRO model code is written using FORTRAN 77 and is included in

Appendix I. A model functional diagram is illustrated in Figure 4.2. The

PSCAD/EMTDC simulation case calculates the primary system currents and

potentials required at the relay location (Ia, Ib, Ic, Va, Vb, Vc). The model is

developed to accept connection to either primary or instrument transformer

(secondary) level system currents and voltages. Primary signals are scaled down

in the LPRO model by means of an integrated external ideal ratio CT and/or PT.

Users who implement actual external CT and/or PT models can elect to use

secondary level inputs to the model by setting the external CT/PT ratios to 1. The

relay signal quantities are then passed through auxiliary input CTs and PTs. The

current and potential signals pass through the anti-aliasing filter and gain path

adjustment block. Up until this point, the discrete time solution signals (Ia, Ib, Ic,

Va, Vb, Vc) are at a sample rate determined by the usel's selection for a

PSCAD/EMTDC solution time step. The interpolating sampler and A/D

converter block first samples at 96 samples/cycle and then converts those sample

values to an integer value. Following this the sample decimation f,rlter block

reduces the 96 sample/cycle rate down to 8 samples/cycle and controls processing

of the following blocks at that rate. All the following signal processing,

protection elements, and trip and recording outputs are then processed at 8

samples/cycle. The model code then returns to 96 sample/cycle processing to

update the trip and recording outputs. Outputs from the LPRO model include one

dedicated trip contact output, and 9 user selectable recording outputs which will

allow the user to plot in PSCAD any combination of selectable internal LPRO

cuantities. A detailed model code flowchart is also included in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.2: LPRO model functional block diagram'
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The LPRO model includes most, but not all protection elements and logic within

the relay for firmware version 2.6b. To provide a reasonable amount of work for

this thesis, only those elements and functions which were seen as the most

signifrcant for transient studies were included [1]. The criteria in this case

includes only those elements and functions which may operate within the first two

or three cycles following the inception of a power system disturbance. Based on

this criteria, the model includes all instantaneous overcurrent elements, Zone I

and Zone 2 phase and ground distance, Ioss of potential logic (LOP), dead line

pickup logic, and any support elements required to implement the previous such

as the directional element. Elements and functions that are not included are

communication aided (pilot) tripping schemes (POTT, PUTT, Blocking), Zone 3

and 4 distance elements, time overcurrent elements, voltage elements, out of step,

and sync check.
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4.3 Model Block DeveloPment

4.3.1 Auxiliary Input Transformers

External current and potential signals from high voltage instrument transformers

are reduced to levels appropriate for the LPRO's signal processing hardware by

means of the auxiliary input transformers. The LPRO can accommodate up to 4

three phase current inputs and up to 2 three phase potential inputs. Only the

"Main AC Line Currents" input and the "Main AC Volts" potential inputs are

required for this model. The remaining inputs are used for recording purposes or

for protective elements not included in this firmware version. The current input is

offrcially rated conservatively by NxtPhase at 5A nominal current (In), and 1004

without distortion [9]. The potential input is rated at 69V nominal voltage (Vn),

and 1 38V continuous[9].

NxtPhase provided further comments on the physical details of this block. The

auxiliary input CT secondary winding is terminated with a resistor to convert the

current signal to a voltage quantity at a ratio of 1V/21.514. NxtPhase advised

that the CT and resistor burden resulted in linear operation of the current

transformer for current inputs of up to 200 A RMS. The auxiliary input PT has a

turns ratio of 48.8:1. NxtPhase advised that the PT operated linearly for potential

inputs of up to i38 V RMS (phase to neutral).

It will be assumed that the ratio and phase error for the auxiliary input

transformers is negligible when operating linearly. Based on this assumption, the

input CTs and PTs are modelled with sufficient accuracy as ideal ratio

transformers. In fact, the LPRO's auxiliary CTs impose a slight phase angle shift

to the current signals. The current signal phase angles are later numerically

corrected in firmware. Since the software model developed here implements an

ideal auxiliary input CT model, the model need not incorporate the f,trmware

phase angle correction.
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4.3.2 The Anti-Aliasing Filter

Section 2.3 identified the requirement for anti-aliasing filters on numerical relays.

The following circuit diagram for the analogue anti-aliasing filter was supplied by

NxtPhase.

Figure 4.42 The LPRO anti-aliasing filter circuit.

The circuit in Figure 4.1 was analyzed to determine the following closed loop

transfer function ,a(s) [ 1 0] .

A(s) =
s' ¡CR, ) + s(3 - K)(CR, ) +l

p
K =r+ "t :1.82

R,.

The constant K represents the closed loop DC gain of the filter circuit.

Comparing the transfer function to the standard form for a second order low pass

filter we observe a cutoff frequency (øo) given by

(4.1)

I
ct),, = 

-
" CR,

30
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Section 2.3 indicated that anti-aliasing filters must have a cutoff frequency less

than one-half the sampling frequency. The LPRO uses a sampling rate of 96

samples/cycle or 5760 Hz which requires an anti-aliasing filter with a cut off

frequency of 2880 Hz or less. The component values given for the LPRO filter

circuit yield a cutoff frequency of 1326 Hz.

The Bode plot in Figure 4.5 illustrates the magnitude and phase response of the

anti-aliasing filter. The plots illustrate that the DC gain of the filter (K:1.82:

5.2dB) extends out flatly to approximately 1000H2 and then drops off to OdB just

before 2000lFr2. The filter roll off occuls at a rate of 40dB per octave as expected

for a second order filter. The magnitude ro11 off after 1000H2 implies some

attenuation in the magnitude of harmonics above approximately the 18'l' or

1080H2. The phase angle response indicates that the phase angle delay at 60Hz is

negligible.

The PSCAD/EMTDC Control Systems Modelling Functions (CSMF) library

contains a standard block for implernenting 2"d order transfer functions of the type

shown in equation 4.1 above [11]. The standard block is of the form

2a.s/2,
,+

@,,- cÙo

(4.3)

The parameters of the standard block will be set as follows to emulate the LPRO

anti-aliasing filter

G : 1.82 Øo:2 n 1326 rcdls z: 0.59

This standard filter block is used as a subroutine within the code of the LPRO

model.
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Figure 4.5: Anti-aliasing filter Bode plot

The LPRO's AC Analogue Input Board also irnplements other stages of signal

gain adjustments both preceding and following the anti-aliasing filter. These

adjustments alter the levels and reference of the signal but will be modelled as

ideal gain adjustments assuming that they do not significantly affect the signal

information. Consequently these stages of gain and reference adjustment are

simply lumped together into a "Gain Path Adjustment" placed in the anti-aliasing

filter model with net gains of 0.3144 for the PT signal and 0.1731 for the CT

signal. The input PT and CT signals are therefore applied to the analogue to

digital converter with an overall net gain of 1V/85.25V (lV at relay input :

l1.73mV af AID input) and lA/68.26V (14 at relay input:14.65mV at AID

input) respectively. The reference level for the signals is shifted from 0V to

2.5V(required for the monopolar A/D converter). Finally, the PT and CT signals

are limited on their reference shifted negative half cycle to 0.1 volts to address an

actual limitation within the input amplifier circuits.
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4.3.3 Analogue to Digital Converter

The LPRO relay converts the PT and CT analogue signals using analogue to

digital (A/D) converters. Modeling of the A/D converters is achieved based on

the specific characteristics of the converter [7]. In this case, NxtPhase provided

both the manufacturer, part number, and design configuration for the LPRO relay

A/D converters. The following converter characteristics are relevant to this

particular software model.

The word length for the converter is12 bits plus a sign bit. The converter

represents negative numbers using 2's complement. The count range is

therefore 4096 ro +4095.

The analogue voltage range that the input signal may span is +0.1 to +5.0

volts. The reference voltage level for the signal input is +2.5 volts.

The converter will round up on conversions that do not yield a whole

number.

4. The sampling rate to the DSP processor is at a rate of 5760IH2 (96 samples

per power system cycle).

The converter is modelled to achieve the 4 characteristics above. The convefier

model includes an interpolating sampler to perform the sampling function. The

sampler interpolates the EMTDC solution where relay samples are required

between simulation time steps. The advantage of the interpolating sampler is that

the simulation user is afforded flexibility in selecting a simulation time step rather

than having to pick an exact multiple of the LPRO's sampling rate.

The ND converter then quantizes the sampled simulation signal. The

quantization process determines the digital integer representation for the sample

magnitude. Samples in the fange of 2.5 to 5.0 volts will yield an integer

representation from 0 to 4095. Samples from 0.1 to 2.5 volts will yield an integer

representation from -3931 to 0. Recall that the negative signal headroom is

II.

2.
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limited by the analogue signal amplifier which directly limits the negattve

converter range count. The converter model rounds up to the next largest integer

for samples that do not directly yield whole numbers. Clearly the physical

converter does not have infinite precision and will tolerate some amount of

remainder in the conversion before the count is rounded up. It was not entirely

clear from the component data sheet how this could be quantified or modelled

except by intuition. To realize this, the model is crafted so as not to round up

unless the conversion count remainder exceeds 0.1. For example, a converter

measurement of 2876.3 would round up to 2877 however count 2816.08 would

truncate to 2876. The final stage of the A/D model limits the output integer

representation between the converter's count range of -4095 to 4096. Based on

the analogue gain path established in 4.3.2 and the converter count range, the

resulting converter resolution is 611 microvolts (applied at the convetter's signal

input) per converter output count which matches the exact resolution of the relay.

Included in the A-/D converter model is control logic to accomplish sampling of

the simulation signals at the rate of 5760H2 (96 samplesl60Hz cycle). As in the

LPRO, the signal sampling is not adjusted for changing system frequency. The

sampling control logic simply keeps track of what point in time the next sample is

to be taken based on the fixed sample period of 115160 seconds.

4.3.4 Sample Decimation

The LPRO relay samples at the rate of 96 samples per cycle in order to achieve

good resolution of signal transients for the purposes of oscillographic recording.

This sample rate is however too fast to allow for the complex processing

associated with the protection algorithms. Consequently the signal sample rate is

reduced, or decimated, down to a lower rate of 8 samples per cycle or 480H2.

Simply selecting every 12tl' sample in the sample stream would certainly reduce

the rate as required however this would permit frequency aliasing since the input

analogue anti-aliasing filter has a cut off frequency of 1326 Hz. As explained in
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section 2.3, preventing frequency aliasing at the new sampling frequency of

 S)Hzrequires that the decimation f,rlter have a cutoff frequency (-3dB) of 240

Hz or less. Failure to include this filtering function would allow 7tl' harmonic

components (420 Hz) to fold back upon the 60 Hz fundamental and comrpt the

sampling process.

Sample decimation is performed by the LPRO relay in software using the DSP'

The sample decimation process includes a low pass digital decimation filter

function which is calculated at a rate of 96 samples 160 Hz cycle. The low pass

decimation filter used in the LPRO is a nonrecursive, discrete-time finite impulse

response (FIR) f,tlter commonly referred to as a "moving average" or "smoothing"

function. The filter is represented by the following discrete time equation with

input samples x[rz] and output samples y[n] both at a sample rate of 5160H2'

rf li'
ytnJ= ," ixln-kltL k=0

This decimation filter averages the present sample and

consecutive samples to output a discrete signal at 5760 Hz

sample moving average window.

(4.4)

the previous

representing a

1l

T2

Simulation of this filter function for a 60Hz signal indicated that the filter slightly

attenuated the signal. Filter functions such as this may cause magnitude or phase

angle changes to their output signals which are undesirable and nurnerically

comected in the relay firrnware. Failure to include these magnitude and/or phase

corrections will result in a model which functions incorrectly. These details may

not be directly communicated by the relay manufacturer and therefore it is

prudent to review the f,rlter frequency response to ensure any required corrections

are identified and included in the model'
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The frequency response for the linear time invariant (LTI) constant coefficient

difference equation of 4.4 can be determined easily by inspection [12]. Filter

equation 4.4 is a constant coefficient difference equation with inputs x[n] and

outputs yln)withthe general form

NM

Zo*yln - kl =lUox¡" - tr1
k=0 k=0

(4.s)

The frequency response H(fl of LTI systems characterized by equation 4.5 with a

fixed sampling rate of/s is given by the following equation

_.ìk2d

Zø, t'

H(f\_ k=0

N - ¡kzrl (4.6)

ZoÉ t'

k=0

Using equations 4.5 and 4.6 the frequency response for the filter function in

equation 4.4 cannow be written as

- | r -.ìk241

H(f\='ie r (4.7)
1a /-¿LL k=o

The frequency response in equation 4.7 is plotted in Figure 4.6(Bode plot) withf

set at 5760 Hz.
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Figure 4.6: Bode plot for the decimation filter.

The Bode magnitude plot in Figure 4.6 reveals that the decimation filter function

attenuates the 60Hz frequency component by approximately 2.6%o and the 120H2

(2nd harmonic) component by approximately I\Yo. These quantities are used by

the protection elements and the magnitudes are numerically corrected in the

LPRO to ensure acculacy. The conection will be included in section 4.3.6.

The Bode phase angle lesponse indicates that the decimation f,rlter delays the

60Hz and 120H2 frequency components by approximately -20 degrees and -100

degrees respectively. This is not a concern since both the 60Hz current and

potential signals will be equally affected and the phase angle of the I20Hz current

signal is of no significance to the protection elements.

The 96 sample per cycle current and potential signals are "decimating" down to 8

samples per cycle by calculating the hlter function in equation 4.4 every 1/8 of a

cycle using the 12 most recent samples.
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Since the sample decimation plocess takes place in the DSP, the sample

information passed from the A/D converter must be translated from an integer

count to a floating point number representing the true secondary currents and

potentials at the relay inputs. This is accomplished in the model by multiplying

the A/D converter output count by the net current and potential inverse gains from

the relay input to the A/D output which are 0.04i7 Ar".on¿uo/count and 0.0521

Vr""o,,6uo/count respectivelY.

4.3.5 The Replica Current Filter

For most power system faults, one or more of the faulted phase currents will

include a decaying exponential component commonly referred to as "DC offset".

DC offset is detrimental to the measuring accuracy of distance elements and must

therefore be removed from the current signals. The LPRO relay removes the DC

offset component by implementing a proprietary digital filter function selected for

its ability to reject the decaying exponential cornponent of the fault current

waveform. This filter function with inputs xlnf and output yln] is referred to as

the Replica Filter and is reported by NxtPhase as follows

yLnl = 9X!z xful*'t - " *ln - ll
-3 (4.8)

where

ç,-

v1 -

^ (úrtl
ZCOSI 

- 
|

\2 )

ú)î

z.inl' 4 I
[2 )

| + (at r)2
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and where

1.,
11

=..........................'-:-g f,,,, 490

X', -,.,,0t-
L'l 

- Liru=-
2 n f ,r., R.,.-,.,r0 R.,.-,.,,u

o :2 r.f : angular velocity (radians/second)

fi,": sYstem frequencY (hertz)

l,: sampling period (seconds)

z: transmission line time constant (seconds)

Xr-r¡,u: transmission line inductive reactance (ohms)

Rr-Lirr: transmission line resistance (ohms)

L r- Li,.,u: transmission line inductance (henries)

The replica filter in equation 4.8 is a non-recursive, Iinear time-invariant, finite

impulse response filter with constant coeffìcients c¡, c2, and ca based on the time

constant t of the protected transmission line and the sampling period Z'. It is
beyond the scope of this thesis to explore the theory behind the derivation of this

filter's characteristic coeff,rcients. It is relevant however to examine the f,tlter's

frequency response to understand the impact of the filter on the current signals.

Simulation of this filter function for a 60Hz signal indicated that the filter had

unity gain but advanced the signal in phase by approximately +60 to +70 degrees'

The following frequency response for the replica filter can be derived as

explained in Section 4.3.4

-.i2r .í (4.e)

u3
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Figure 4.7: Bode plot for the Replica filter withlr,,:60H2,f,:480H2, and t:0.05

seconds.

Figure 4.7 presents the Bode plot for a selected system frequency (ÁrJ of 60H2, a

transmission line time constant (r) of 0.050 seconds, and a sampling frequency ffi)

of 480H2.

From the plot it can be determined that aT 60H2, the replica filter has nearly unity

gain (approximately 0.998), however the filter causes the phase angle of the

filtered currents to be advanced approximately + 67 degrees. At 120H2, the filter

amplifies signals by a factor of approximately 1.845. The LPRO relay corrects

for the phase advancement by retaining the phase angle measured from the

unfiltered current signal. The I20Hz magnitude correction is discussed in the

followins section.
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4.3.6 The Discrete Fourier Transform

The LPRO relay uses the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) to extract the

fundamental (60H2) current and voltage signals and the 2nd harmonic (I2OHz)

current signal from the previously processed power system signals and directly

convert those quantities from a discrete time signal to a discrete phasor quantity.

The DFT phasor solution Xu¿clnf and Xpnlnl for a periodic discrete time signal

x[n] is determined using the following

x,,u,,fu) =ftßro+cø

c(")\
w)

(4.i0)

X ur(n) = arctan

where

il-

S(n) =L,*[kJ sin(a K LT)

lt -'

C(n) =Zrtlrl cos(ø K LT)
k=u

and where

Xu,sclnl: RMS magnitude of signal x[n]

Xpnlnl: phase angle of signal x[n] (radians)

S(n) : DFT sine component

C(n): DFT cosine component

ú): angular velocity of the desired frequency component (radians/second)

K: sample number (I,2,3, ......n)

LT = 11480 (seconds)
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NxtPhase uses the non-recursive DFT which calculates the S(n) and C(n)

components at every sample followed by the solution components Xv¿6fnf and

Xpnlnl.

The LPRO software model uses the DFT to calculate the 60Hz current and

potential phasors and the l2}lHz current phasors. Section 4.3.5 identified that the

LPRO's Replica Filter advances the phase angle of the 60Hz current component

by 67 degrees and amplifies the I2}IHz current magnitude components by 1.845-

The phase advance would be detrimental to correct operation of many of the

relays functions since it is applied to the current signal only. To avoid this

problem, the LPRO relay and model use 2 concurrent DFT processes which

extract the current phasor magnitude from the Replica Filtered signal and the

current phase angle from the unfiltered current signal. Since there is no Replica

Filter required for potentials, the potential phasor can be obtained directly with I

DFT calculation. The amplification of the l2}Hzcurrent component is corrected

in the model by multiplying the l20Hz current magnitude by a factor 0.542.

Section 4.3.4 identified that the decimation filter attenuates the 60Hz and I20Hz

current and potential signals by 2.6% and 10% respectively. The LPRO relay

model corrects for this attenuation in it's DFT calculations by multiplying the

phasor magnitudes with the correction factors of 1 .026 and I .10.

4.3.7 Symmetrical Component Extraction

The LPRO relay uses current and potential symmetrical component quantities for

numerous elements and functions within the relay such as the neutral overcurrent

(50N), negative sequence overcurrent (50-46), directional element, dead line

pickup, loss of potential, and distance element supervision [9]. The model

calculates these quantities 8 times per cycle using the 60Hz non-Replica f,rltered

current and potential phasors from the DFT process. The following formulae are
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used to calculate the positive, negative, and zero sequence potential component

phasors Vr, Vz, and V6 resPectivelY.

I
v, =åff" +avo +atv.;

1.
V, =;(V" +a'Vu +aV")

J

I
Vo =:(Vu +Vu +V")

J

constant 11120". The current

(4.11)

(4.r2)

where a is the phasor

similarly.

quantities are calculated

4.3.8 Root-Mean-Square Extraction

The LPRO relay and model uses root-mean-square (RMS) signal magnitudes for

the phase overcurrent element (50P), and dead line pickup functions. The RMS

magnitude provides an accurate measure of the total current or voltage versus the

DFT process which provides a phasor measurement of only a specific frequency

component. The RMS current and potential signal magnitudes are calculated at 8

samples/cycle directly from the sample decimation filters. The following

generalized formula is used to calculate the RMS quantity Xnøs from an 8 sample

per cycle discrete signal x[n].

/\ RÌvls -

The design cutoff frequency for the decimation filter is 240 HZ. Consequently

the RMS signals calculated from the decimated signals will include only the

60H2, l20qz, and 180H2 frequency components. Section 4.3.4 identified that the

decimation filter atte¡uated the 60Hz and l20Hz componentsby 2.6% and l0o/o

respectively. The LPRO model multiplies the calculated RMS signal by 1.026 to

!\ x' tkl8î,
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correct only for the dominant 60Hz component. The RMS calculation would

therefore be inaccurate in the plesence of significant I20Hz and 180H2

components.

4.3.9 Memory Polarising Voltage Filter (Ring Filter)

Faults electrically close to the relay location can reduce the potentials used by the

relay to a point where voltage polarized distance and directional elements may not

operate reliably. To mitigate this problem the LPRO relay uses a "ring filter" to

provide potential signal memory action for voltage polarized elements [9]' The

..ring filter" details provided by NxtPhase indicate it is a recursive, discrete time,

FIR, adaptive band pass filter with output ylnl fot input signal x[n] as follows'

where

A = 2" 
"or[0.r, ,,,,,,,, k)

B=t'2

C = (1-ù"1;

and where

r: design constant :0.987

lr"or: measured sYstem frequencY

The filter's steady state frequency lesponse at 60Hz was analyzed in the

simulation environment and found to have unity gain with no phase shift'

y[n] =(.t,t - x[n- zl *!t,n- ]l -lrt, - t,),
(4.13)
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One filter is provided for each phase potential discrete signal volnf, v6lnf, and

vrfn] (at 480 Hz) as shown in Figure 4.8. Filter design coefficients are selected

such that the filter's sinusoidal output voltage has a decaying exponential

envelope for a step decrease in the input sinusoid. The filter is adaptive in the

sense that it uses measured system frequency (f,,ror) to adjust the poles of the filter

and retain the same output characteristics for changing frequency' The output

from each phase filter is operated upon using equation 4.11 for V1 to obtain the

positive sequence memory potential phasor Vl*"n,,. It is this potential that is used

by the Zone I and,2 distance elements and the directional elements for a memory

polarizing voltage signal.

Ring Filter

hrom vc
Ring Filter

CALCULATE .!r'".

Figure 4.8: The LPRO memory polarizing potential Vr'".''

4.3.10 Instantaneous Overcurrent Elements

The model includes the three LPRO instantaneous overcurrent elements for phase

overcurrent (50P), neutral overcurrent (50N), and negative Sequence overcurrent

(50146). Each of the three instantaneous elements can independently be made

directional by enabling control from the directional element (Section 4.3.11).

Elements that are directionally controlled are delayed by 5ms before being

allowed to operate to ensure a correct directional decision has been made. At

each protection processing interval, each element compares the level of its

operating quantity to the user applied setting. If the operating quantity exceeds

the applied setting, the element is asserted. Elements 50P, 50N, and 50-46

operate on RMS phase cuffent, zero Sequence current (3lo), and negative

v"[nl @ (8 s/c)
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sequence curent (/2) respectively. The element logic is modelled as reported in

the LPRO User's Manual [9]. The outputs from each element will assert the

"Trip" output and can be selected by the user for recording.

4.3.11 Directional Element

The directional element used within the LPRO relay supervises the Zone I and 2

distance elements and can be used to directionally control overcurrent elements as

well. The directional element is modelled using information from the LPRO

User's Manual only [9].

The directional element uses the positive sequence memory voltage phasor Vl-.'
established in Section 4.3.9, and the positive sequence line current phasor 11

(Section 4.3.7) to calculate the positive sequence impedance phasor Z1.,¡1snt àS

follows.

z'^"^=þ (4.14)

As Figure 4.9 shows below, a forward fault is indicated if the angle of phasor

Zr^r^ lies within +l- 90 degrees of the protected transmission line impedance

angle. The output from the directional element model block is a logic "1"

indicating a forward direction and a logic "0" indicating a reverse direction or that

the element is blocked because the magnitude of either of the two operating

quantities Vt."' or Ir is too low to be reliable.
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Transmission Line lmedance Phasor

Figure 4.9: The LPRO directional element characteristic.

4.3.L2 Phase Distance Elements

The LPRO relay model includes two zones of phase mho distance elements (21P1

and 2lP2). The distance elements for both zone 1 and zone 2 are supervised by

phase overcurrent (line-to-line current) elements and the directional element' As

an option, the phase distance elements can also be supervised by the loss of

porential logic (60) discussed in section 4.3.14. The phase distance element

characteristic shape can be adjusted by means of the "mho characteristic angle"

setting to provide a mho circle shape (90o), a lens shape (>90o), or a tomato shape

(<90").

The phase distance element is realized in the LPRO relay by comparing the phase

angle between the operating phasor (Sl) and the polarizing phasor (S2) def,rned as

follows.

Sl:Il-lxR-V¡-¡
52 : V1r.*

(4.r4)
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where

IL-L: line to line current phasor (amperes secondary)

R: relay set impedance reach (ohms secondary)

VL-L: line to line potential phasor (volts secondary)

Vr,n.. : memory polarising potential phasor (volts secondary)

The polarising potential phasor Vr'.' phase angle must be adjusted in phase

angle as required for each phase distance element. The V1,n.r phasor obtained in

section 4.3.9 is advanced by 30o for A phase, retarded by 90o for B phase and

advanced by 150" for C Phase.

The mho element will operate if the angle aby which the 51 phasor leads the 52

phasor is within the following range determined by the mho characteristic angle

(MCA) setting.

-MCA<o< +MCA (4.i5)

The LPRO relay calculates a phasor Q as follows.

e : Sl x 52* (4.16)

:Qreat *iQ¡r,os

: lsrlls2l / ø

52*: complex conjugate of 52

Qreat: real Part of Phasor Q

Qi,,ag: imaginarY Part of Phasor Q

Tlre phase angle d of Q obtained by multiplying phasor 51 with the 52* is the

angle by which the Sl phasor leads the 52 phasor. The LPRO relay does not

however calculate the actual angle a to perform the comparison in 4.15, but
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instead calculates the cosine of q. The real component Sreat of phasor Q can be

expressed as follows.

Qreat: lQl x cos(a)

Rearrangin g 4.17 we obtain

cos(a)

The LPRO relay calculates the cosine of angle ø by dividing the real part of

phasor Q by the magnitude of phasor Q. To determine if the mho element should

operate, the LPRO compares the cosine of ø with the cosine of the mho

characteristic angle applied by the user. Operation of the LPRO phase mho

distance element occurs if 4.i8 below is satisf,red.

cos (ø) > cos (MCA) (4.i8)

Since the cosine function is an even function, the LPRO must only make 1

comparison test versus 2 comparisons to test for a +/- angle range of 4.15.

The LPRO model incorporates this same method for the phase mho distance

elements. The element logic and user setting requirements indicated in the user

manual are directly replicated in the model [9].

4.3.13 Ground Distance Elements

The LPRO relay model includes two zones of ground mho distance elements

(21G1 and 2IG2). The distance elements for both zone 1 and zone 2 ate

supervised by a phase overcurrent (line current) element, zero sequence

overcurrent (3Io) element, and the directional element. Optionally, the ground

distance elements can also be supervised by the loss of potential logic (60)

(4.r1)

- 
9real

lql
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discussed in Section 4.3.14. The ground distance element characteristic shape can

also be adjusted by varying the MCA user setting as describe d in 4.3 '12 '

The ground distance elements in the LPRO relay operate on the same principle as

the phase distance elements described in 4.3.12. The quantities used to determine

the S1 and 52 phasors however are different as indicated below.

Sl:IcxR-V¡-6 (4'19)

52 : V1r..

where 16 is the compensated phase current determined as

Ic:Ip+Kox3Io
and where

7 _Zl
K_" 32,

R: relay set impedance reach (ohms secondary)

VL-c: line to ground potential phasor (volts secondary)

V1... : memory polarizing potential (volts secondary)

Ip : Illeâsured phase current (amperes secondary)

K9: zero sequence current compensation factor

3Io : zero sequence current (amperes secondary)

Ze: transmission line zero sequence impedance (ohms)

Zy : transmission line positive sequence impedance (ohms)

The polarising potential phasor Vl'.' phase angle must be adjusted in phase

angle as required for each ground distance element' The V¡'.. phasor obtained

in section 4.3.9 is correct as is for A phase, retarded by 120o for B phase and

advanced by 120o for C Phase.
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The ground distance element logic and user setting requirements indicated in the

user manual are directly replicated in the model'

4.3.14 Loss of Potential Logic

The LPRO relay uses various potential and current operated elements together

with logic decisions to determine if a loss of potential has occurred due to a fuse

operation. The loss of potential logic (60) can be enabled to supervise the

LPRO's distance elements to prevent false tripping caused by a faulty potential

signal which is not associated with a power system fault. This logic and all of its

associated user setting requirements are replicated in the model as indicated by

the LPRO users manual [9].

4.3.15 Dead Line PickuP

The LPRO relay uses various potential and current operated elements together

with logic decisions to determine if a transmission line is faulted immediately

after closing the line circuit breaker. The dead line pickup function is a "stand

alone,, element which can be enabled or disabled as desired. This logic and all of

its associated user setting requirements are replicated in the model as indicated by

the LPRO users manual [9].

4.3.16 Trip Contact OutPut

The LPRO model uses one dedicated output channel to represent the relay's trip

output contact. As per NxtPhase, this output is modelled to include a pickup

delay of 3ms to represent the pickup delay of the electromechanical output relay

following its assertion by the digital trip signal in the LPRO' The contact also

includes a dropout delay of l00ms as designed into the LPRO relay output

contacts [9].
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4.4The LPRO Model in PSCAD

The LPRO model block developed for PSCAD is shown below in Figure 4'10'

Figure 4.10: The PSCAD LPRO model block'

The model relay signal inputs Ia, Ib, Ic, Va, Vb, and Vc can be connected to either

instrument transformer models or to primary level PSCAD signals. The "Trip" output

models the electromechanical relay output and is used to initiate actions such as tripping

a circuit breaker. Output channels 1-9 are configured by the user to record any number

of internal LPRO signal quantities. These quantities can be plotted by connecting the

LPRO model channels to "Output Channel" signal recorders in PSCAD.

Settings are applied to the model through the "Edit parameters" selection' The LPRO

model settings are broken up into the following 8 menus.

1.) External Ideal CT and/or PT

2.) Set Transmission Line Data.

3.) Set Zone l Distance Elements.

4.) Set Zone2 Distance Elements.

5.) Set Instantaneous Overcurrent Elements.

6.) Set Loss of Potential

7.) Set Dead Line PickuP

8.) Set Recorder Channels.

iVa rvb iVc

h

Ch

LPRO 2100

/l \pi
ch1 chz ch3 ch4 chs
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With the exception of the external ideal CT and/or PT and recorder channels, all settings

are the same for the model as for the actual relay. Internal LPRO signal quantities are

selected for recording by entering the appropriate signal assignment number listed in

Appendix II into the desired channel number in the LPRO model "Set Recorder

Channels" menu.

An example of a setting window for " 3.) Set Zone 1 Distance Elements" is shown in

Figure 4.1 1.

lSetZone 1 Distante Elements

',Eh.?b!,e:Zone., l, ptlq Sþ: D,istan cÈ{?1rP1:}?

Zsne 1 Phase Foruvard Reach

' z|, n e t':, leni às p: trl ¡ o,C n a ia c¡e¡i é!i cln ng I 
e

' .: :, ll

.,, zOn e:t, Êtr äselDelta, 0u rre nt,Sup errrision

' E ng blÞ,20 !1-e :! :,o.rg,y n o o igtá.f c e (?r N1i?

29n,g,:t,'oròunu,fiórwaru,Réåtrr,., ,,
',' 

2;.snt¿ 1'eirøuno.0ràrã¡teúltìcÀngi"'

il

l"q'

l1 
1 

:52

I cìn¡--
l- ^
l5 u

l¡ r çrt"'--

loo,o
Zone 1 Ground Phase Current SuFetvision 

15.0

Zone 1 Ground 310 Superuision lr nt--

Figure 4.11: LPRO model setting menu for Zone 1 distance elements.
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5. LPRO MODEL VALIDATION

5.1 Model Validation Strategy

The model validation strategy must allow for a reasonable assessment to be made of the

overall accuracy of the LPRO model in relation to the desired performance objectives

stated in Section 4.2.1. The preferred method of validating relay software models is to

apply the exact same cunent and potential signals to both the relay model and physical

relay and verify that the response of the model and relay are within the desired design

objectives [1].

The LPRO model developed here is easily validated by this method using

PSCAD/EMTDC and its real time playback or "RTP" recorder function as illustrated in

Figure 5.1 [11]. A model power system is built in PSCAD to generate the required fault

current i[n] and potential v[n] discrete signals. These current and potential signals are

applied to the LPRO model directly within the simulation case itself. The response of

any of the LPRO model's protection elements can than be observed for operating

decisions and measured for timing using the PSCAD graphing features.

At the same time the simulation is ran, the current and potential signals applied to the

relay model are also applied to the RTP recorder. The RTP recorder is configured to save

the current and potential signals to an external frle in IEEE COMTRADE format [13].

The COMTRADE signal files can then be played back to the physical relay using a relay

test set which supports COMTRADE file playback. The response of the physical relay

to the same signals is analysed using the NxtPhase viewing software "RecordBase

ViewrM" and the results compared to those of the model.

The number of signals and functions within the relay and model are numerous and it is

not within the scope of this investigation to validate each signal and function explicitly.

Rather, validation will be based on the correct operation and timing of 5 protection
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elements within the relay. The five elements include phase overculrent (50P), neutral

overcuffent (50N), negative sequence overcurrent (50-46), zone I phase distance (21P),

and zone 1 ground distance (21G). These 5 elements use various LPRO signals and

functions and collectively will give a reasonable assurance as to whether or not the model

developed here is accurate.

The validation testing examines the response of these 5 elements for phase-to-phase

faults and single-line-to-ground (SLG) faults placed at various points on a transmission

line. Additionally, the response of the same 5 elements is examined for the non-

sinusoidal current conditions associated with various degrees of CT saturation.

LPRO Reærd V¡ewing
Software

(RecordBase View)

l/--l
t-------=-----t
i--------------:
I JU LI

Figure 5.1: The LPRO model validation strategy.

@
ü

\
\\

Compare results to \\
asure model accuracy )Y

PSCAD Graph

t/=l
t--------=-----__-]
t---------;---__l
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5.2 Model Validation Testing Procedure

The PSCAD/EMTDC model validation simulation case was developed to test the LPRO

model using the strategy outlined in Section 5.1. A simple power system model is

composed of a single 230kV generator connected to a transmission line and terminating

with a fixed 30 megawatt load resistance. A simple CT model is implemented using the

PSCAD model for a single phase transformer. Varying degrees of CT saturation can be

achieved by increasing the connected burden resistance. No PT model is used, rather the

primary voltage signal is adjusted in the LPRO model using the "External ideal PT"

function. The PSCAD validation case is shown in Figure 5.2.

.f <s
!Tr- EY/a !lr.

chl

ch2

c.-.
ch3

ch4

o----
Ln5

l¿Ser

l05ec
l.

IcSec

Figure 5.2: The PSCAD validation case.

The transmission line impedance Z7-¡¡¡¡s used is typical of that for a 230kV transmission

line. The generator impedance in this case represents the system impedance Zsys and

was set equal to the impedance of the transmission line Zr-uNr, fot' a source impedance

ratio (S1A) as follows.
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s/R: z"' - l.o
Zr'-,.,r,,

suitably to reduce the CT secondary

RMS to avoid overdriving the current

(s.1)

fault current to a

amplif,rers in the
Both Zrn, and Zr-ttNt were scaled

worst case Peak of l2'5 amperes

relay test set.

The transmission line model is split in two parts to allow faults to be placed at vartous

distances along the line by adjusting the impedance of each part accordingly' The

PSCAD "Faults" block is used to apply phase-to-phase or sLG faults as required' The

RTp recorder generates the required COMTRADE f,iles for playback into the physical

relay.

Settings were applied to the LPRO model to enable the 5 protection elements identified in

Section5.l.Thezone|phaseandgrounddistanceelementsweresetforareachof90o/o

of the total impedance of the transmission line. The three overcurrent elements 50P'

50N, and 5o-46were set at 34, 34, and 1A respectively' The LPRO model recorder was

set to record the outputs from the same 5 elements' These LPRO model elements are

viewed and measured for timing using the pSCAD graphical output tools.

A total of 25 simulation cases were run. For cases 1-10, SLG faults were applied on the

transmission line at distances from 10% up to 100% of the zone 1 distance element reach

setting. The faults were applie d aÏ.l0o/o incremental steps. cases 1 1-20 applied phase-to-

phase faults in a similar manner. Finatly cases 27-25 were run for a SLG fault located at

10%ofthezonelreachforincreasingdegreesofCTsaturation.

All25caseCOMTRADEfileswererunintothephysicalLPROrelay(firmwareversion

2.6b) and the response of the same 5 protection elements monitored' The LPRO elements

were viewed and measured for timing using the NxtPhase software package RecordBase

view. Figure 5.3 includes both the pSCAD and RecordBase view graphs generated for

test case 1 (SLG fault at 10o/o of Zone I reach)'
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The PSCAD and RecordBase View graphs in Figure 5.3 can be used to accurately

measure timing by zooming in on the rising and falling edges of the signals and using the

cursor based measurement tools. All pick up and reset timing measurements are made

using the time of fault inception as time zero. Timing measurements made from the

PSCAD graphs and RecordBase View graphs were made with an uncerlainty of +/- 0.1

milliseconds. Section 4.2.1 stated the desired performance objective for the model is

100% accuracy for element operation decisions and within +/- I protection processing

interval (+l- 2.I ms) for element pickup and reset timing when compared to the physical

relay for the same input signals. Incorporating the cursor based measurement uncertainty

error from both PSCAD (+/- 0.1 ms) and RecordBase View (+/- 0.ims) tools results in a

total permissible error of +l- 2.3 ms. This implies that the model element pick up and

reset times must be within +l- 2.3 ms of the relay element times to meet the performance

objective.

5.3 Test Results and Discussion

A total of 25 test cases were run and the 5 protection elements monitored resulting in a

total of 125 instances where we can observe element operating decisions. Operating

decision accuracy is simply determined by verifying that the LPRO model elements and

physical relay elements either both operated or both did not operate for each test case.

The validation test results indicated correct trip decisions for 124 instances out of 125 for

an element operating decision accuracy of 99%o.

An apparent error with the relay recording or RecordBase View software resulted in no

recording of the negative sequence overcurrent element 50-46 for any of the 25 test cases

even though the relay event recorder indicated the element had operated. The internal

relay event recorder however always captured the pick up time of this element relative to

the other elements operating for each test. All other tested elements were successfully

recorded for each case, and pick up/reset timing measured for each element. Using

relative element timing from the event recorder, the 50-46 pickup time from fault

inception was estimated by adding or subtracting the relative time difference to a
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measured element. Reset timing for this element however cannot be determined by this

method and is therefore not included in the test results.

Cases 1 to 10 applied single line to ground faults at increasing distances along the

transmission line from the relay position. Case 1 applied the fault at l}yo of the zone I

distance element reach and case 10 applied the fault at 100Yo of the zone 1 distance

element reach. The pickup and reset times for all monitored protection elements were

compared to determine if the model response matched that of the relay within the

permissible error of +l- 2.3 ms. Figure 5.4 illustrates this comparison for the phase

overcurrent element (50P) pickup and reset timing. Error bars included for each test

indicate +l- 2.3 ms relative to the 50P relay element. All measured times are elapsed time

from the point of fault inception.

Figure 5.a@) shows the model pickup timing is accurate within the permissible error with

the exception of case 10 where the model tripping time occurred approximately 6.1 ms

before the relay trip. Figure 5.a(b) reveals however that for cases 3,6, and 7,lhe model

50P reset timing error exceeds the desired limit. In Figure 5.4 we observe acceptable

model pickup timing for 9 out of 10 cases for a pick up timing accuracy of 90o/o.

Similarly, acceptable reset timing accuracy for cases 1-10 is 70%.

This method is used to compare the operation of all 5 monitored elements for the 10 SLG

fault cases i-10. Detailed timing results for all elements are included in Appendix III.

For SLG cases l-10, the phase distance element (21P) did not trip in the model or the

relay inany of the 10 cases as expected. In total, cases 1-10 had4 trips out of 40 where

the model and relay element pick up times differed by more Than2.3 rns, and 7 resets out

of 30 (50-46 reset timing unavailable) where the element reset timing exceeded 2.3 ms.

This results in a pick up timing accuracy of 90Yo and a reset timing accuracy of 77Yo.

The single instance of an incorrect trip decision occurred in case 10 where the 50N model

element did not trip however the 50N relay element did trip. The relatively
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long pickup time measured for the 50N relay element in this case (20.3 rns) suggests that

the relay 50N operating current (3Io) just marginally exceeded the relay setting threshold

where it did not exceed the settins threshold in the model.

Cases II-20 applied phase-to-phase faults at increasing distances along the transmission

line from the relay position. Detailed timing results for these cases are also included in

Appendix III. For cases II-20, the ground distance element (21G) and neutral

overcurrent (50N) did not trip for the rnodel or the relay in any of the 10 cases as

expected. In total, cases i1-20 had 0 trips out of 30 where the model and relay element

pickup times differed by more than 2.3 ms, and 6 resets out of 20 where the element reset

timing exceeded 2.3 ms. This results in acceptable pickup timing accuracy of 100% and

reset timing accuracy of 70%o.

Cases 21-25 applied a single line to ground fault at I0o/o of the zone 1 distance element

reach and CT saturation was introduced by increasing the burden resistance connected to

the model CTs. Saturation severity increased from the least severe in case 21 to the most

severe in case 25. Figure 5.5 illustrates the degree of CT saturation in the A phase CT

secondary current for case 23 compared to the same fault in case 1 with no CT saturation.

-
rA5

ä0

L

Q -lo

'l ime

- 
Case 23: With CT saturation 

- 
Case 1: No CT saturation

Figure 5.5: CT saturation in Case 23 compared to the same fault with no CT saturation in

Case 1.
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Detailed timing results for cases 2I-25 are included in Appendix III. The phase distance

element (2iP) did not trip in the model or the relay in any of the 5 cases as expected. The

severe CT saturation resulted in slower element operating times for cases 2I to 23 and

absolutely no element operations for cases 24 and 25. In total, cases 21-25 had 1 element

operation out of 9 where the model and relay element pick up times differed by more than

2.3 ms, and 0 resets out of 7 where the timing difference exceeded 2.3 ms. This results in

acceptable pickup timing accuracy of 89o/o and reset timing accuracy of 100%.

The results for all the elements for cases | -25 are summarized below in Table 5 . 1 .

Table 5.1: Summary of pickup and reset timing accuracy for cases l-25.

The results in Table 5.1 indicate the model timing accuracy on pickup appears to be quite

good with 94Yo of all model elements picking up within +l- 2.3 ms of the relay. Model

timing accuracy on drop out however is much less pleasing with only 77o/o of all model

elements resetting within +l- 2.3 ms of the relay. The errors on pickup occurred almost

exclusively for cases 1-10 (SLG faults) however the errors on reset are divided nearly

equally between cases 1-10 and cases l0-20 (phase-to-phase faults). All 5 protection

elements on the model contributed nearly equally to the total number of errors from the

model. The errors occurring for test cases 1-25 appear random in nature and not directly

attributable to any one element or fault type.

Pickup Timing Accuracy

Number of Operations per Element

Cases 1-10

Element

Cases 10-20

Element

Cases 2l-25

Element Total (%)

50P 50N 46 2lc 50P 46 2tP 50P 50N 46 2IC

I t moder-t retay | < 2.3 ms 9 8 9 l0 10 10 l0 2 2 2 -L 94%

I t rno¿er- t relay | > 2.3 ms 2 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 6%

Reset Timing Accuracy

I t nro¿er- t reray | < 2.3 ms 7 8 8 6 8 2 2 J 77%

I t mo¿er- t relay | > 2.3 ms a
J 2 ¿

A
¿+ 2 0 0 0 23%

atlable to recorrìi th rel
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5.4 Error Analysis

The model element operating decision accuracy and pickup/reset timing accuracy test

results presented in section 5.3 do not meet the desired accuracy objectives outlined in

section 4.2.I. While the results appear promising, they are probably not sufficiently

accurate to gain the confidence of the majority of users who may use such a model. This

section analyzes the errors occurring in test cases 1-25.

It is entirely reasonable to expect that the errors encountered may be attributed to

modelling elrors. Before this conclusion can be drawn however we must first exclude

other sources of error in the testing procedure. One probable source of error with the

injection testing method used is caused by unfaithful reproduction of the analogue relay

current and potential signals by the relay test set. Signal playback inaccuracies may

result in pickup errors and timing errors since the relay is being injected with a different

signal than the model.

The relay fault records for test cases 1-25 were reviewed to examine the injected current

and potential signals recorded by the relay. Ideally, these recorded signals should nearly

exactly match the signals in their associated COMTRADE source files. The potential

signals appeared to be reproduced almost exactly, however significant errors were

observed in the recorded current signals. The A phase current from the case 10

COMTRADE file and the case l0 relay fault record are plotted together along with the

difference current in Figure 5.5. Clearly the current recorded by the relay appears

significantly different from the COMTRADE file current. The recorded relay current

appears to have a larger DC offset component. The current error during the fault ranges

from 5-10% which may certainly account for the discrepancies in operation and timing

observed between the model and relav.
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Further simulation testing was conducted to determine how much the current error

impacted the testing results for cases 1-25. The cuffent and potential signals recorded by

the relay were exported into a text delimited output file. Using the "File Read" function

within PSCAD, each fault record file was played back to the LPRO model and the

resulting model pickup and reset operations were measured and compared to the relay

injection testing results The timing results of the fault record playback testing are

included in Appendix IV, and are summarized below in Table 5.2.

The results in Table 5.2 show that the model responds excellently for cases 1-25 with an

overall element operation decision accuracy of 100%. All but one pickup operation and

all reset operations for the model occurred within +l- 2.3 ms of the relay. Overall

accuracy for pickup timing was 99o/o and for reset timing was I00%. The single timing

error occurred in case 2l when the ground distance element (21G) picked up 6.4 ms

before the relay element.
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Pickup Timing Accuracy

Number of Operations per Element

Cases 1-10

Element

Cases 10-20

Element

Cases 2l-25

Element Total (%)

50P 50N 46 2tG s0P 46 2lP 50P 50N 46 2lG

I t mo¿el-t relayl < 2.3 ms 10 10 10 r0 10 10 10 2 2 2 2 99%

I t mo¿er- t retay | > 2.3 ms 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I T%

Reset Timing Accuracy

I t mo¿el- t relay | < 2.3 ms 10 10 10 10 10 2 2 5 r00 %

I t mo¿er-t retay | > 2.3 ms 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0%

* Data unavailable due to recording error with relay.

Table 5.2: Summary of pickup and reset timing accuracy for cases 1-25 using fault

record playback.

The significant difference in results between section 5.3 and the results obtained with the

fault record playback method indicate that the observed current error significantly

impacted the results of the validation testing. The source of the current error can not be

determined without further investigation and may be attributable to either poor signal

reproduction by the relay test set, by the relay's pre-recording processing, or a

combination of the two.

If the observed current error is due only to the relay test set, then playing back the fault

record signals into the model is a preferable method to validate the model against the

relay since both are using nearly the same signals. The test results using the fault record

playback method would therefore best represent the accuracy of the model developed.

The test results obtained using the fault record playback method indicate that all 5

elements tested in the model appear to be suffìciently accurate for most transient study

requirements. The single timing error which occurred for case 21 gives rise to some

speculation about a possible modelling error. It is not clear why the pickup timing enor

occurred in this case.
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If the observed current error is caused largely by the relay's pre-recording processing, \¡/e

must conclude that the model developed here does not accurately incorporate this effect.

By playing back the fault record file into the model we have inherently captured all pre-

recording signal distortions from the physical relay and run them back through the model.

Doing this resulted in almost perfect model response. if the current error is indeed relay

induced, and the model was accurate, then the results of the initial validation testing

should be as accurate as those obtained using the fault record playback method.

Therefore if the current error is entirely caused by the relay, then the results of the

validation testing in Section 5.3 would represent the accuracy of the model. A possible

source of model error could be from the ideal turns ratio model used for the auxiliary

input current transformers. A more accurate electromagnetic model may be necessary.

It must also be emphasized that the testing done here did not attempt to validate the entire

LPRO model, but rather only the 5 elements included in the testing. Further validation

testing is required for other elements and functions to fully validate the model.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

Determining the response of numerical relays to power system disturbances is a difficult

task due to the complex architecture of the devices. The use of advanced signal

processing techniques and complex protection logic can confuse the most capable

protection engineer trying to determine how the relay will respond to a particular system

disturbance. Traditional injection testing methods for evaluating relay response to

disturbances is indeed effective however the complication and expense associated with

the process makes it undesirable except for the most critical applications. Detailed

transient software models for numerical relays provide a convenient and inexpensive

alternative to the protection engineer for evaluating relay response to system

disturbances.

The software model developed for the LPRO relay is a detailed model which closely

follows the hardware and firmware architecture of the physical relay. The assistance of

the relay manufacturer v/as essential to developing a detailed and accurate model. The

relay user's manual yielded most of the required modelling information on the relay

specifications, settings, and protection logic used within the relay. Further proprietary

information was obtained from the manufacturer regarding analogue circuit details, signal

processing techniques (including digital filters), and protection element implementation.

The relay firmware coding however was not made available therefore the model coding

could not be made exact. Generally speaking, the amount of effort required to research

and develop the model code was significant as reflected by the length of model code.

Particular care must be given when modelling filter functions to ensure they are

accurately represented and their effects are fully understood. Filters may cause

magnitude or phase angle changes to their output signals which are undesirable and

numerically corrected in the relay firmware. Failure to include these magnitude and/or

phase corrections will result in a model which functions incorrectly. These details may

not be directly communicated by the relay manufacturer and therefore it is prudent to
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review the filter frequency response to ensure any required corrections are identified and

included in the model.

Model validation test results indicated correct element operating decisions for I24

instances out of 125 for a decision accuracy of 99Yo. The model timing accuracy on

pickup appeared to be quite good with 94Yo of all model elements picking up within +/-

2.3 ms of the relay. Model timing accuracy on reset however was less accurate with only

77%o of all model elements resettins within +l- 2.3 ms of the relav.

An analysis of the validation test results revealed that the current signals recorded by the

relay had large errors when compared to the COMTRADE source files. These errors

could account for the element operating decision and timing errors observed. In order to

determine the impact of these errors on the validation test results, the current and

potential fault recordings from the relay were exported to an external file and played back

to the relay model in PSCAD/EMTDC. For fault record playback simulation, the model

responded excellently for cases 1-25 with an overall element operating decision accuracy

of 100%. All but one pickup operation and all reset operations for the model occurred

within +l- 2.3 ms of the relay. Overall accuracy for pick up timing was 99Yo and for reset

timing was 100o/o. The single pickup error cannot be readily explained and may point to

an inaccuracy in the model.

The accuracy difference between the initial validation test results and the fault record

playback results indicate that the current error significantly affected the test results. The

observed current error could be due to poor playback quality by the relay test set, errors

in the model, or a combination of both. Further work is required to determine the

source(s) ofthe current error.

If the observed current error can be attributed largely to the relay test set, then the results

obtained using the fault record playback method indicate that all 5 elements tested in the

model appear to be sufficiently accurate for most transient study requirements. If the

current errors are due to the relay's pre-recording processing, then the test results
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obtained through the initial validation tests indicate the model does not come close

enough to the performance objective. The testing done here however does not validate

the entire LPRO model, but rather only the 5 elements included in the testing. Further

validation testing is required for other elements and functions to fully validate the LPRO

model developed here.
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Appendix I - LPRO Model Fortran 77 Code

!!!!!!!!t!!lt!!l!!!!!!!!!!!l!!!l!!!!!!!!|!!!!!!l!!!

! PSCAD/EMTDC USER SUBROUTINE
! APT LPRO 21OO MODEL

I

! TODD E BUCHHOLZER, 2002 08 11
! UN]VERSTTY OF MANITOBA
! MASTER OF SC]ENCE THESIS
!

t!!l!!!l!!!!!!!!!!l!!!!l!!!!!!!!!!!lll!!!!!!!t!!!!l!

SUBROUTINE U-LPRO ( IA, IB, IC, VA, VB, VC, PTRM, CTRM,
+LZ1MAG, LZ1ANG, LZOMAG, LZOANG, LINEKV, P211EN, P211FR, P2IICA,
+ p2 1 1 DC, P2 1 2EN, PZI2FR, P2I2CA, p2I2pD, P2IZDC, N2 1 1EN, N2 1 1 FR,
+N2 1 1CA, N2 1 1pC, N2 1 1 r 0, N2 12EN, N2 12FR, N2 12CAl N2t2pD I
+N212PC, N212IO, POEN, PO5OPU, PODC, NOEN, NO5OPU, NODC, NSEN,
+NS5OPU, NSDC/ LOPEN, LOP]18, LOPIOB, DLPEN, DLP21P, DLP5OP, DLP5ON,
+DLPT2E, DLP]2R, RECl, REC2, REC3, REC4, REC5I REC6, REC7, RECB, REC9,
+TRI P, CHNL1, CHNL2, CHNL3, CHNL4 , CHNL5, CHNL6, CHNLT , CHNLB I CHNL9 )

| * ** * ** * * * * * * * * * ** * * ** **+*+**** + * * * ** * * * ** + + * * * **

I VARIABLE DESCR]PT]ONS
| ** * * * * * ** ** * ** * *** * * ** * * * * *++ * ** * * * * * * ** * * *** * **

! MODEL ]NPUTS
!--------
I IA,IB,TC,VA,VB,VC - S]GNAL SAMPLES FROM EMTDC
!

! RELAY MODEL SETT]NGS
: --------
! ]NCTPT - INCLUDE EXTERNAL CT/PT IN LPRO MODEL?
! CTRM, PTRM - SET EXTERNAL CT AND PT RÀTTOS
! LZ1MAG - SET LINE POS SEQ MAGN]TUDE
! LZ1ANG - SET LINE POS SEQ ANGLE
! LZOMAG - SET L]NE ZERO SEQ MAGNTTUDE
! LZOANG - SET L]NE ZERO SEQ ANGLE
! LINEKV - SET LINE KV
! P211EN - SET ENABLE ZONE 1 PHASE?
I PzIlFR - SET ZONE 1 PHASE FORWARD REACH
I P2I1CA - SET ZONE 1 PHASE CHAR. ANGLE
! P211DC - SET ZONE 1 DELTA CURRENT SUPERVISTON
! P212EN - SET ENABLE ZONE 2 PHASE?
! P2T2îR - SET ZONE 2 PHASE FORWARD REACH
! P2T2CA - SET ZONE 2 PHASE CHAR. ANGLE
! P2I2PD - SET ZONE 2 PHASE P]CKUP DELAY
! PzIzDC - SET ZONE 2 DELTA CURRENT SUPERV]S]ON
! N211EN - SET ENABLE ZONE 1 GROUND?
! N211FR - SET ZONE 1 GROUND FORWARD REACH
! N211CA - SET ZONE 1 GROUND CHAR. ANGLE
I N211PC - SET ZONE 1 PHASE CURRENT SUPERVIS]ON
! N211IO - SET ZONE 1 3TO CURRENT SUPERVIS]ON
! N212EN - SET ENABLE ZONE 2 GROUND?
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! N212FR - SET ZONE 2 GROUND FORWARD REACH

! N212CA _ SET ZONE 2 GROUND CHAR. ANGLE
! N212PD - SET ZONE 2 GROUND PTCKUP DELAY
! N212PC - SET ZONE 2 PHASE CURRENT SUPERVIS]ON
I N21.2IO - SET ZONE 2 3TO CURRENT SUPERV]S]ON
! POEN - SET PHASE OVERCURRENT ENABLE?
! POsOPU - SET 50 PICKUP
! PODC - SET PHASE OC DIRECTIONAL CONTROL?
! NOEN - SET NEUTRAL OVERCURRENT ENABLE?
! NOsOPU - SET 5ON P]CKUP
! NODC - SET NEUTRÄL OC D]RECT]ONAL ENABLE?
I NSEN - SET NEGATIVE SEQUENCE OC ENABLE?
! NSsOPU - SET 46/50 PTCKUP
! NSDC - SET NEG SEQ OC DTRECTIONAL CONTROL?
! LOPEN - SET LOSS OF POTENT]AL ENABLE?
! LOPT1B - SET 11 BLOCKTNG
! LOPTOB - SET 3]O BLOCKTNG
! DLPEN _ SET DEAD LTNE PÏCKUP ENABLE?
I DLP2]P - SET 27 VPOS PICKUP
! DLPsOP - SET 50 PICKUP
! DLPsON - SET 5ON PICKUP
! DLPI2E - ENABLE 2ND HARMONTC RESTRAÍNT
! DLPI2R - I2/I1 RATIO
I

! ]NTERNAL MODEL VAR]ABLES
: --------
! A- COMPLEX OPERÄTOR 1/_120
! W - ANGULAR FREQUENCY (RAD]ANS)
! SMPPER - SAMPLTNG CLOCK PERIOD CONSTANT (I/5160)
! NXTSMP - TIME OF THE NEXT SAMPLE
! DTFTIM - (T]ME) - (TIME OF NEXT SAMPLE)
! IAOLD, ]BOLD, ICOLD - LAST TÏMESTEP TA,1B, ÏC
! VAOLD,VBOLD,VCOLD - LAST TIMESTEP VA,VB,VC
! ADRES - A/D RESOLUTION PER COUNT
I IGATN - CURRENT PATH ÏNVERSE GAÌN FROM CURRENT INPUT TO DSP
PROCESSING
! VGA]N - POTENT]AL PATH ]NVERSE GAIN FROM CURRENT ]NPUT TO DSP
PROCESSING
! SDC - SAMPLE DECTMAT]ON COUNTER
! ]ASMP (X) , IBSMP (X) , ICSMP (X) - LAST ÎWELVE RELAY CURRENT SAMPLES G 96
S/C
! VASMP(X),VBSMP(X),VCSMP(X) - LAST TWELVE RELAY POTENTTAL SAMPLES G 96
ò/ u
I TASSMP (X) , IBSSMP (X) , ]CBSMP (X) - DEC FILTERED CURRENT SAMPLE STREAM G

8 S/C
! VASSMP(X),VB8SMP(X),VC8SMP(X) - DEC F]LTERED POTENTIAL SAMPLE STREAM
G 8 S/C
I IARSMP (X) , TBRSMP (X) , ICRSMP (X) - REPLICA FILTERED CURRENTS G 8 S/C
! DFTSTN (X) , DFTCOS (X) - E]GHT DFT S]N AND COS COEFFICIENTS 6OHZ
I D12SIN (X) , D12COS (X) _ EIGHT DFT SIN AND COS COEFF]CTENTS 1.2OHZ

! IA6ORS, IB6ORS, IC6ORS - DFT SIN COMPONENTS FOR RAW CURRENT

A6ORC,IB6ORC,IC6ORC - DFT COS COMPONENTS FOR RÀW CURRENT
! ]A6OFS, IB6OFS, TC6OFS _ 6OHZ DFT STN COMPONENTS FOR REPLICA FILTERED
CURRENT
! TA60FC, T860FC, IC6OFC _ 6OHZ DFT COS COMPONENTS FOR REPLICA F]LTERED
CURRENT
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! TA12FS, IB12FS, IC12FS - T2OHZ DFT S]N COMPONENTS FOR REPL]CA FILTERED
CURRENT
! IA12FC, TB12FC, TC12FC - I2OHZ DFT COS COMPONENTS FOR REPLICA FILTERED
CURRENT
! VA6OS,VB6OS,VC6OS - DFT STN COMPONENTS FOR POTENTTAL
! VA6OC,VB6OC,VC6OC - DFT COS COMPONENTS FOR POTENTIAL
! ]A6OMG,TB6OMG,TC6OMG - MAGNTTUDE (RMS) OF 60 HZ CURRENT PHASOR
I TA6OPH, IB6OPH, TC6OPH - PHASE ANGLE OF 6OHZ CURRENT PHASOR
! VA6OMG,VB6OMG¿VC6OMG - MAGNTTUDE (RMS) OF 60 HZ POTENTIAL PHASOR
! VA6OPH,VB6OPH,VC6OPH - PHASE ANGLE OF 6OHZ POTENTTAL PHASOR
I IA12MG, ]B12MG, IC12MG - MAGNTTUDE (RMS) OF 120 HZ CURRENT PHASORS
! I1MG, T2MG, TOMG - POSITIVE/NEGATIVE/ZERO 6OHZ T SEQ. MAGNITUDES
! ]1PH,T2PH, IOPH - POSTTTVE/NEGAT]VE/ZERO 6OHZ I SEQ. PHASE ANGLE
! V1MG,VZMG,VOMG - POSTTIVE/NEGATTVE/ZERO 6OHZ V SEQ. MAGNITUDES
! VlPH(X),V2PH,VOPH - POS]TIVE/NEGATIVE/ZERO 6OHZ V SEQ. PHASE ANGLE
! IAPHSR, IBPHSR, ]CPHSR _ 6OHZ CURRENT PHASORS
! VAPHSR, VBPHSR, VCPHSR _ 6OHZ POTENT]AL PHASORS
! IlPHSR, T2PHSR, ]OPHSR - 6OHZ CURRENT SEQUENCE COMPONENT PHASORS
! VlPHSR,V2PHSR,VOPHSR - 6OHZ POTENTIAL SEQUENCE COMPONENTS PHASORS
! IARMS, IBRMS, TCRMS - TRUE RMS OF RAW CURRENT SIGNAL G 8 S/C
! VARMS,VBRMS,VCRMS _ TRUE RMS OF POTENTTAL SIGNAL G 8 S/C
! VlFR _ POSITTVE SEQUENCE VOLTAGE MEASURED FREQUENCY
! MEMR,MEMTHE,MEMA,MEMB,MEMC - POTENTTAL MEMORY FILTER PARAMETERS
! VAPOL(X),VBPOL(X),VCPOL(X) - MEMORY PHASE POTENTIALS
! VAPOLS,VBPOLS,VCPOLS _ DFT SIN COMPONENTS FOR MEMORY PHASE POTENTIALS
! VAPOLC,VBPOLC,VCPOLC _ DFT COS COMPONENTS FOR MEMORY PHASE POTENTIALS
! VAPOMG,VBPOMG,VCPOMG _ DFT MAGN]TUDE OF MEMORY PHASE POTENTTALS
! VAPOPH,VBPOPH,VCPOPH - DFT PHASE ANGLE OF MEMORY PHASE POTENTIALS
! VAMEPH,VBMEPH,VCMEPH - MEMORY POLARIZED VOLTAGE PHASORS
I V1MEM - POSIT]VE SEQUENCE MEMORY POLAR]ZTNG POTENTIAL
! ZPOSPR - POSITIVE SEQUENCE IMPEDANCE PHASOR (DTRECTTONAL ELEMENT)
! ZPOSAN - POSITIVE SEQUENCE IMPEDANCE PHASOR ANGLE
! ZPOSDR - POSITIVE SEQUENCE IMPEDANCE DIRECTION (1:FORVíARD)
! DTRLHA _ DTRECT]ONAL CHARÀCTERISTIC LEFT HAND ANGLE
! DIRRHA _ DIRECTTONAL CHAR-ACTER]ST]C R]GHT HAND ANGLE
! V1ME59 - D]RECTTONAL ELEMENT UNDERVOLTAGE SUPERVISION
I IlME5O - DIRECT]ONAL ELEMENT UNDERCURRENT SUPERVISION
! IRMSMX - MAXIMUM RMS PHASE CURRENT
! TOCsOP - ]NST. PHASE OVERCURRENT ELEMENT
! PRGREC(x) - PRORAMMABLE RECORDER CHANNEL X
! RECx - USER SELECTED QUANT]TY FOR CHANNEL X
! CHNLx - RECORDE,R DATA CHANNEL TO EMTDC
! I2pI1p - RATIO OF 12 TO 11 FoR PHASE A (DLp)
I LOP2] _ LOP MIN]MUM PHASE VOLTAGE
I. LOPZ1P - LOP UNDERVOLTAGE PICKUP (O.75PU)
! DÏlDT _ LOP RATE OF CHANGE OF CURRENT PER CYCLE
! DV1DT - LOP RATE OF CHANGE OF VOLTAGE PER CYCLE
! LOP5O1 - LOP 50 11 BLOCKING
I LOPsOO - LOP 50 IO BLOCKING
! DLTV1P - LOP DV1DT > 3VlC
! DLTV1N - LOP DV1DT < -3V/C
! ILMÀX - PHASE CURRENT SUPERV]SION
! RZ1PST - ZONE 1 PHASE SET REACH COMPLEX
! RZ1GST - ZONE 1 GROUND SET REACH COMPLEX
! RZ2PST - ZONE 2 PHASE SET REACH COMPLEX
! RZ2GST - ZONE 2 GROUND SET REACH COMPLEX
! IAB, IBC, ]CA _ L-L CURRENT PHASORS
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! VAB,VBC,VCA - L-L VOLTAGE PHASORS
! KO - GROUND DISTANCE CURRENT COMPENSATTON FACTOR
! IA21G, I821G, IC2LG - GROUND DISTANCE COMPENSATED CURRENTS
! SlPnpP - ZONE n PHASE p DISTANCE 51 PHASOR (IR-V)
I S2p - PHASE p 52 PHASOR (VMEMORY)

! S12zPp - S1xS2* ZONE z PHASE p
! SI2zPp - S1xS2* ZONE z GROUND PHASE p
! ZnPpAG - ZONE n PHASE p OPERATING ANGLE COSINE (S1-S2)
I ZnGpAG - ZONE n GROUND PHASE p OPERÀTING ANGLE COSINE (S1-S2)
:

! PICK UPIDROP OUT T]MERS
t--------
! T##TP(x) - TTMER ## INPUT STATE (INDEX O:PRESENT, I:LAST TIME STEP)
! T##DTP - TIMER ## INPUT TRANSITION (0:NONE,1:RISING,-I:FALLTNG)
I T##OP - TIMER ## OUPUT STATE
! T##SET - THE T]ME AT WHICH THE INPUT WAS SET
I T##RST _ THE TIME AT WHTCH THE INPUT WAS RESET
! T##DST - TIMER ## (PRESENT TIME-T##SET)
I T#+DRT - TIMER ## (PRESENT TIME-T+#RST)
! T#+PUS - TIMER ## PICK UP DELAY SETTING
! T##DOS - TIMER ++ DROP OUT DELAY SETTING
I

I

! EXTERNAL MODEL FUNCTIONS
!--------
! RNDUP - ROUNDS UP A/D COUNT TO NEXT HIGHEST ]NTEGER
! UL]MIT - HARD L]M]TER FUNCTION

I

| ** * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *** * * * * *** * * ****
! ]NCLUDE FÏLES
I ** * * * * * * * * * *** * ** * * * * * ** * * ** *** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

INCLUDE'nd.h'
INCLUDE ' emtstor . h'
INCLUDE 'emtconst. h'
INCLUDE 'fnames. h'
INCLUDE 's1. h'

I ** * ** * **ìf * * * * * *** * * * * * * *** * * ** * * *** * * * * * * ** * * *** ****

I VARIABLE DECLARÄT]ONS
| ** * *** **** * * * * * ** * * * *+ìþ * **** ** * ** ** * * * * * * * * * * *****+*
!

! MODEL ]NPUTS
: --------

REAL ]A, IB, TC, VA, VB, VC

! MODEL OUTPUTS
!--------

REAL CHNL1, CHNL2, CHNL3, CHNL4, CHNL5, CHNL6, CHNL7, CHNL8, CHNLg
REAL TR]P

I RELAY MODEL SETTINGS
: --------

REAL CTRM, PTRM
fNTEGER p211EN, p212EN, N211EN, N212EN, POEN, NOEN
INTEGER PODC, NODC, NSEN, NSDC, LOPEN, DLPEN, DLPT2E
TNTEGER REC1, REC2, REC3, REC4, REC5, REC6, REC7, REC8, RECg
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REAL LZ1MAG, LZ1ANG, LZOMAG, LZOANG, LTNEKV, P211FR, P2].1CA
REAL p211DC, P212FR, P272CA, P2I2PD, P2I2DC,N21l-FR
REAL N211CA, N211PC, N211r0, N212FR, N212CA, N212PD
REAL N212PC, N212r0, PO5OPU, NO5OPU

REAL NS5OPU, LOPTlB, LOPTOB,DLP2'7P, DLP5OP, DLP5ON
REAL DLPI2R

!

! INTERNAL MODEL VARIABLES
: --------

REAL ADRES, RNDUP, IGAIN, VGAIN, SMPPER, D]FTIM, NXTSMP
REAL W, LZ1R, LZIX, LZOX, LZOR, TS, TSET, AF, BF, CF, RF1, RF2
REAL IASMP (0:11
REAL VASMP (0:11

,IBSMP (0:1-1) ,ICSMP (0:11)
, VBSMP (0 : 11),VCSMP (0 : 1l-), CMPX14

REAL IABSMP(0:7), IBSSMP(0:7), ICBSMP(0:7)
REAL VABSMP (0:7 ) , VBBSMP (0:7 ) , VCBSMP (0:7 )

REAL IAOLD, TBOLD, ICOLD, VAOLD, VBOLD, VCOLD
REAL IARSMP ( 0 : 7 ) , I BRSMP ( 0 : 7 ) , ICRSMP ( 0 : 7 )

REAL DFTSIN(0:7), DFTCOS (0:7), D12SIN (0:7), D12COS (0:7)
REAL IA6ORC, TB6ORC, IC6ORC, IA6ORS, IB6ORS, IC6ORS
REAL rA60FC, rB60FC, rC60FC, rA60FS, rB60FS, rC60FS
REAL IA12FC, IBl2FC,ICT2FCI TA12FS' ]B12FS' ]C12FS
REAL VA60C, VB60C, VC60C, VA60S, VB60S, VC60S
REAL ]A60MG/ rB60MG, tC60MG, rA60PH, rB60PH, rC60PH
REAL VA6 OMG, VB6 OMG, VC 6 OMG, VA6O PH, VB6O PH, VC 6 O PH

REAL IA12MG, IB12MG, ICI2MG, IlMG (0:1) , I2MG, TOMG

REAL V1MG (0 : 1), V2MG, VOMGf VlPH (0 : 1)
REAL IARMS, IBRMS, ÏCRMS, VARMS, VBRMS, VCRMS

REAL V1FR, MEMR, MEMTHE, MEMA, MEMB, MEMC

REAL VAPOL (0: 7),VBPOL (0 :7),VCPOL (0:7)
REAL VAPOLS, VBPOLS, VCPOLS, VAPOLC I VBPOLC 

' 
VCPOLC

REAL VAPOMG, VBPOMG, VCPOMG, VAPOPH, VBPOPH, VCPOPH, V1MEMG

REAL ZPOSAN, DIRRHA, DIRLHA, TRMSMX, PRGREC (O:60)
REAL LOP2] ,LOPZ'I P, D]1DT, DVIDT,ILMAX
REAL Z1PCAN, Z1GCAN, 22PCAN, Z2GCAN
REAL ZlPAAG, ZlPBAG/ ZlPCAG
REAL Z1GAAG, Z1GBAG, ZlGCAG
REAL Z2PAAG, Z2PBAG, Z2PCAG
REAL Z2GAAG, Z2GBAG, Z2GCAG
REAL I2AI]-A, I2BI18, T2CIIC,IzlMAX, ]A6OMR, T86OMR, IC6OMR
COMPLEX IAPHSR, ]BPHSR, TCPHSR, VAPHSR, VBPHSR, VCPHSR
COMPLEX ]lPHSRI T2PHSR' ]OPHSR' V1MEM' ZPOSPR' A
COMPLEX VlPHSR, V2PHSR, VOPHSR, VAMEPH, VBMEPH, VCMEPH

COMPLEX RZlPST, RZlGST, RZ2PST, RZ2GST, LZ1CPX, LZOCPX
COMPLEX IAB, IBC, ICA, VAB, VBC, VCA, KO, TA21G, TB2IG, TCZIG
coMpLEX S1p1Ap, S1p1Bp, S1p1Cp, SlG1Ap, S1G1BP, SlG1CP
COMPLEX S1P2AP, S1P2BP, S1P2CP, S1G2AP, S1G2BP, S1G2CP
coMpLEX S121pA, S121pB, S121pC, S121cA, S121GB, S121GC
coMpLEX St22pA, Sr2zpB, SI22PC, SI22GA, S722GB, SIzzGC
COMPLEX V1MEMB, V1MEMC, S2AG, S2BG, S2CG, CONA, CONB, CONC

COMPLEX S2AP, S2BP, SZCP , ]APHRW, ]BPHRV.I, TCPHRW

INTEGER MYINDX, f, ZPOSDR
TNTEGER V1ME59, r1ME50, rOC50p, rOC50N, rOC46
TNTEGER AND163, OR164, ANDl65,AND174, AND176
TNTEGER OR1 7 8 , OR1 7 9 , ANDl I 0 , OR1 8 1 , ORl I 2 , ANDl I 3

TNTEGER ORl 8 4, AND18 8, OR187, OR199, AND18 5, OR18 9 ( 0 : 1 )
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TNTEGER AND186,AND195, LOP5O1, LOPsOO, DLTVlP, DLTV1N
INTEGER ZIPAZ, ZLPBZ, ZLPCZ, ZTPIAB, ZIPTBC, ZlPICA
INTEGER AND122, AND123, AND124, OR125, ANDl26
]NTEGER ZIGAZ, ZLGBZ, ZIGCZ, Z1GIA, ZIGIB, Z7GIC, ZlGIO
INTEGER AND127, AND128, AND12 9, OR130, AND131
TNTEGER ZZPAZ, ZZPBZ, Z2PCZ, Z2PTAB, Z2PIBC, Z7PICA
TNTEGER AND132, AND1 33, ANDl34, ORl35, AND136
INTEGER Z2GAZ, Z2GBZ, Z2GCZ, Z2GIA, Z2GIB, Z2GTC, Z2G\O
INTEGER AND137/ ANDl38, ANDl39, OR140,AND141, TRPMAX
EXTERNAL RNDUP, ULIMÏT, PTTOP]
LOGICAL TIMEZERO

I

! PICK UPIDROP OUT TTMERS
: --------

INTEGER T01IP (0:1) , T01OP, T01DIP
REAL TOlPUS, TOlDOS, TOlSET, TOlRST, TOlDST, TOlDRT
INTEGER T02IP ( 0 : 1 ), T02OP,T02DIP
REAL TO2PUS, TO2DOS, TO2SET, TO2RST, TO2DST, TO2DRT
INTEGER T03IP (0: 1), T03OP, T03DIP
REAL TO3PUS, TO3DOSI TO3SET, TO3RST' TO3DST, TO3DRT
INTEGER T04IP (0:1) , T04OP, T04DIP
REAL TO4PUS, TO4DOS, TO4SET, TO4RST, TO4DST, TO4DRT
INTEGER T05IP (0: 1), T050P, T05DIP
REAL TO5PUS, TO5DOS, TO5SET, TO5RST, TO5DST, TO5DRT
INTEGER T06IP (0 : 1), T060P, T06DIP
REAL TO6PUS, TO6DOS, TO6SET, TO6RST, TO6DST, TO6DRT
INTEGER T07IP (0:1) , T07OP, T07DIP
REAL TOTPUS, TOTDOS, TOTSET, TOTRST, TOTDST, TOTDRT
INTEGER T08IP (0:1) , T08OP, T0BDIP
REAL TOSPUS, TOSDOS, TOSSET, TOSRST, TOSDST, TOSDRT
INTEGER T09TP (0: 1), T090P, T09DIP
REAL TO9PUS, TO9DOS, TO9SET, TO9RST, TO9DST, TO9DRT
INTEGER T10IP (0: 1), T10OP, T10DIP
REAL TlOPUS, TlODOS, TlOSET, TlORST, TlODST, TlODRT
INTEGER T11IP (0:1) , T11OP, Tl1DIP
REAL T11PUS, T11DOS, T11SET, T11RST, T11DST, T11DRT
INTEGER TI2IP (0:1) , TI2OP, T12DIP
REAL T12PUS, T12DOS, T12SET, T12RST, T12DST, T12DRT
lNTEGER T13IP (0: 1), T13OP, T13DIP
REAL T13PUS, T13DOS, T13SET, T13RST, T13DST, T13DRT
INTEGER T14IP (0: 1), T14OP, T14DIP
REAL T14PUS, T14DOS, T14SET, T14RST, T14DST, T14DRT
INTEGER T15IP (0 : l-), T150P, T15DIP
REAL T15PUS, T15DOS, T15SET, T15RST, T15DST, Tl5DRT
INTEGER T16IP (0 : 1), T16OP, T16DIP
REAL T16PUS, T16DOS, T16SET, T16RST, T16DST, T16DRT
INTEGER T17IP (0: 1), T17OP, Tl7DIP
REAL T17PUS, T17DOS, T17SET, T17RST, T17DST, T17DRT

| * ** * ****** * * *** * ****** ** **** * * ** * * ** * * * * * * * * *
! RETRTEVE STORED DATA
| ***** *** * * ** *** ** * * * * ** * ** * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * *

MYTNDX:NSTORF
NSTORF:NSTORF+2 2 9

ADRES:STORF (MYINDX )
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SMPPER:STORF (MYINDX+ I )

NXTSMP:STORF ( MYINDX+2 )

W:STORF (MYINDX+3 )

IGAIN:STORF ( MYINDX+ 4 )

VGAIN:STORF ( MYINDX+ 5 )

SDC:STORF (MYINDX+6)
TS:STORF (MYINDX+7 )

TSET:STORF (MYINDX+8 )

AF:STORF (MYINDX+ 9 )

BF:STORF (MY]NDX+10)
CF:STORF (MYINDX+11)
RFI-:STORF ( MYINDX+ 1 2 )

RF2:STORF (MYINDX+13 )

DFT COEFFICÏENTS
-- -- -::-: -:-;-;-- - - - -

uu J I:ur /

DFTSIN ( I ):STORF (MYINDX+14+I )

DFTCOS ( r ) :STORF (MYTNDX+22+r )

CONTÏNUE

TIMER STATES

T01 IP ( 1 ) :STORF (MYINDX+30 )

T 02rP ( 1 ) :STORF (MYINDX+3 1 )

V1 PHASE

vlPH ( 1 ) :STORF (MYINDX+32 )

I

I 1 STORED DECIMATED SAMPLES
t--------

DO 6 r:0,7
IASSMP ( T ) :STORF (MY]NDX+33+] )

5

!

I

!

I .7 STORED REPLICA F]LTER SAMPLES

]BBSMP
TCSSMP
VASSMP
VBSSMP
VC8 SMP

TARSMP ( I
TRRSMP I T

TCRSMP ( ]

I ) :STORF (MYINDX+4 1+I )

I ):STORF (MYTNDX+4 9+r )

I ):STORF (MYINDX+57+I
I ) :STORF (MYTNDX+65+I
I ) :STORF (MYINDX+7 3+I

:STORF (MYINDX+8 1+I )

:STORF (MYINDX+8 9+I )

:STORF (MYTNDX+97+I )

7 STORED POLARIZATTON VOLTAGES

VAPOL ( I ) :STORF (MYINDX+105+I )

VBPOL ( I ):STORF (MYINDX+113+T )

VCPOL ( I ):STORF (MYTNDX+121+] )

CONTINUE

STORED UNFILTERED SAMPLES

-----::-:-:-:-;. --
uu / J-:u, -L l-

IASMP ( T ) :STORF (MYINDX+129+I)

6

:

I

I
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IBSMP ( I
ICSMP ( I
VASMP ( T

VBSMP ( I
VCSMP ( T

:STORF (MYTNDX+141+T
:STORF (MY]NDX+153+T
=STORF (MYINDX+1 65+I
:STORF (MYINDX+177+T
:STORF (MY]NDX+189+I

CONT]NUE
SDC:STORF (MYINDX+2 O 1 )

TAOLD:STORF ( MYTNDX +202 )

IBOLD:STORF (MY]NDX+2 O 3 )

ICOLD=STORF (MYINDX +20 4 )

VAOLD:STORF ( MYINDX+2 0 5 )

VBOLD:STORF ( MYINDX +20 6 )

VCOLD:STORF ( MYINDX +201 )

IlMG ( 1 ):STORF (MYINDX+208 )

vlMG ( 1 ) :STORF (MYINDX+209)
oR189 ( 1 ) :STORF (MYTNDX+210 )

T03rP ( 1 ) :STORF (MYTNDX+2 11 )

T04 IP ( 1 ) :STORT (MYINDX+212 )

T05 IP ( 1 ) :STORF (MYINDX+2 13 )

T06ÌP ( 1 ) :STORT (MYINDX+214 )

T07 I P ( 1 ) :STORF (MYINDX+2 15 )

T08 IP ( 1 ) :ST6RF (MYINDX+216 )

T09IP ( 1 ):STORF (MYINDX+217 )

T10r P ( 1 ) :STORF (MYTNDX+2 1 I )

T11IP ( 1 ) :STORF (MYINDX+21 9 )

TI2IP ( 1 ) :STORF (MYINDX+220 )

T13TP ( 1 ):STORF (MYTNDX+221 )

T14 rP ( 1 ) :STORF (MYTNDX+222 )

T15IP ( 1 ) :STORF (MYTNDX+223 )

T 1 6 I P ( 1 ) : S TORF' ( MY I N DX+ 2 2 4 )

T17IP ( 1):STORF (MYINDX+225)
z 1 PCAN:STORF ( MYINDX+ 22 6 )

z lGCAN:STORF ( MYINDX+ 221 )

Z2 PCAN:STORF ( MYINDX+ 228 )

Z2GCAN:STORF ( MYINDX+229 )

*********ìk*********************************************

VARIABLE INITIALIZATION FOR FIRST TIMESTEP ONLY*******************************************************
]F(TIMEZERO)THEN

SDC:0
ADRES:.0006105
SMPPER:.0001736111

NXTSMP:0.0
A: (-0.5, 0.8660254)
CONA:(0.866,0.5)
CONB:(0,_1.0)
coNC: (-0.866,0.5)
T AÔT.N:? q

ïBOLD:2.5
IVVDU-L. J

VAOLD:2. 5

VBOLD:2. 5
VCOLD:2. 5

IGAIN:O.04L10
VGAIN:O.052LI
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LOP27P:0 . 7 5*LINEKV* 1000 . 0 / (I. 73205*PTRM)
ZlPCAN:COS (P211CA)
ZlGCAN:COS (N211CA)
Z2PCAN:COS (P212CA)
z2GCAN:COS (N212CA)

LZIX: (SIN (LZ1ANG) ) *LZ1MAG

LZlR: (COS (LZ1ANG) ) *LZ1MAG

LZ ICPX:CMPLX ( LZ 1R, LZIX)
LZOX: (SIN (LZOANG) ) *LZOMAG

LZ0R: (COS (LZOANG) ) *LZOMAG

LZOCPX:CMPLX ( LZ0R, LZ0X )

RZlPST= (P211FR/ABS (Lz1CPX) ) *LZ1CPX
RZIGST: (N211FR/ABS (LZlCpX) ) *LZlCpX
RZ2PST: (P2L?FR/ABS (LZlCPX) ) *LZ1CPX
RZ2GST: (N212FR/ABS (LZlCPX) ) *LZ1CPX
K0: (LZOCPX-LZ1CPX) / (3. 0*Lz1CPX)

:

I REPL]CA FILTER CONSTANTS
: --------

W:2.0*PI *60.0

DO 9 r:0,7
DFTSTN(I):S]N(W*
DFTCOS(I):COS(W*
D12STN(T):S]N(2.
D12COS(I):COS(2.
CONTTNUE

T]MERS

T01SET:9999999.9
T0 IRST:O . 0
T02SET:99 99999 .9
TO2RST:O. O

T035ET:9999999.9
T03RST:0.0
T04SET:9999999.9
T04RST:O.0
T05SET:9999999.9
T05RST:0.0
T0 6SET:99 99999 .9
TO6RST:O. O

T07SET:99 99999 .9
T07RST:O.0
T 0 8 SET:9 9 99999 . 9
T08RST:0.0

TS:0.002083333
TSET:LZ1X / (2 . 0* PI _* 60 . 0*LZ1R)

AF:1. 0 / (2.0*COS (W*TS/2. 0) )gp: (W*TSET) / (2.0*SlN (Ill*TS/2.0) )

CF:SQRT ( 1. 0+ (W*TSET) **2. 0)
RF1: (AF+BF) /Cî
pp2: (AF-Bî) /ct

DFT COEFFICIENTS

(8-r) /480.0)
(8-r)/480.0)
0*w* (8-t) /q80.0)
0*l,{* (8-t) /q80.0)

9

!

I

I
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T0 9SET:9 9 99999 . 9
T0 9RST:0 . 0
T1 0SET:9 9 99999 . 9
T10RST:0.0
T1 lSET:9 9 99999 . 9
T11RST:0.0
T12SET:9999999.9
T12RST:O. O

Tl3SET:9999999.9
TI3RST:0.0
T14SET:9999999.9
T14RST:O. O

T15SET:9999999.9
T15RST:O. O

Tl- 6SET:99 99999 .9
T16RST:O. O

T 1 7 SET:9 9 99999 . 9
T17RST:O.0
END ÏF

:

ì * ** * * *** ** * * ** * * * * ** * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ******* *** *
! TDEAL EXTERNAL CT AND PT
| *** * * * * * * * * ** **** ** * * ** ** * *+*** * * * *** * + * ** ** * * * * * * * ** **

IA:IA*1000.0/CTRM
lB:IB*1000. 0/CTRM
IC:rC*1000.0/CTRM
VA:VA* 1 0 0 0 . 0 / PTRM
VB:VB*1000.0/PTRM
VC:VC*1000. 0/PTRM

I LPRO MODEL

:

| *******************+********

! CURRENT ]NPUT CT & RESISTOR
| ****************************

IA:IAl21.51
IB:IB/2I.57
IC:IC / 2I .5I

:

l+**************x*

! VOLTAGE INPUT PT
l****************x

!

VA:VA/48.8
VB:VB/48.8
VC:VCl48.8

!

| * * ****** *** * * ** * * * *+* * * * * *+** + + * ** * * ** * * ** * *

I ANTI-ALTASING FILTER
| ** * * * * * ** * * * * * * ** * ** ** * * * * * * *** * ** ** * *** * + **
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rA:cMPX14 (7, r.82, 0. 59, 8331. 503, rA)
IB:CMPXl"4 (I, I.82, 0. 59, 8331. 503, IB)
IC:CMPX14 (I, I.82, 0.59, 8331.503' IC)
VA:CMPX14 (I, I.82' 0. 59, 8331. 503, VA)
VB:CMPX14 (I, 1,.82, 0. 59, 8331. 503, VB)
VC:CMPX14 (I, L.82, 0. 59, 8331. 503, VC)

| * * ** * * *** * * * * ** * * * * * + * +* * *** * * * * * ** * * * * *** * * * * * ** ** * * ** ** * ** * * *

! INPUT A}4P REFERENCE SHTFT & LOVÍER LTM]T & GAÏN PATH ADJUSTMENT
| * * * ** ** ** **** * ** *** * * * * * ** * * ** * *+* * * + + ** * + * * + + ** * * *** * * * * * * * ***

:

rA:(rA*.1731)+2.5
fB:(IB*.1731)+2.5
r1-l1a* 1?Q1\r, tr
Iv-\rv I t-.J

vA: (vA* .3I44) +2.5
vB: (vB* .3I44) +2.5
yç: (VC* .3144) +2.5

6.0,0.1,rA)
6.0,0.1,r8)
6.0,0.1,rc)

(6.0,0.1,vA)
(6.0,0.1,v8)
(6.0,0.1,VC)

I

| ** * * * ** + * * * * * * * * * + * * * * * ** * * * *** * *+*** * * ** +

! RELAY PROCESSING CONTROL (96 x PER CYCLE)
| * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * + * * * * * * * * * * * * + * * * * + * * * * * * *

!

DT FT]M:TIME-NXTSMP
I

! >>>>>SAMPLE CONTROL ( D1 )

IF (D]FTIM.GE.O) THEN

| * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * + * * * + * * * * * + * + * * * * + * * *.J( * * *

! A/D CONVERTER
| * ** ** * * * * * * * * ** * ** * * + * * ** **+* * *** * * * * ** * * *

!

! INTERPOLAT]NG SAMPLER G 96 SAMPLES/CYCLE
: --------

IASMP (0): ( (DELT-DIFTIM) * (IA-IAOLD) /DELT) +IAOLD
IBSMP (0): ( (DELT-DIFTIM) * (IB-IBOLD) /DELT) +IBOLD
ICSMP (0) : ( (DELT-DIFTIM) * (IC-ICOLD) /DELT) +ICOLD
VASMP (0) = ( (DELT-DTFTIM) * (VA-VAOLD) /DELT) +VAOLD
VBSMP (O ) : ( (DELT-DIFTIM) * (VB-VBOLD) /DELT) +VBOLD
VCSMP (O): ( (DELT-DTFT]M) * (VC_VCOLD) /DELT) +VCOLD

I

! QUANTIZE AND ROUND UP THE SAMPLES

I

rASMp(0):( ( (rASMp (0) -2.5) /2.5) *4096.0) -0.5
]BSMP (0): ( ( (TBSMP (0) -2.5) /2. s) *4096.0) -0.5
rcsMp(0)=( ( (rcsMp (0) -2.5) /2. 5) *4096.0) -0.s
vASMp (0):( ( (vAsMp (0) -2.5) /2.5) *4096.0) -0.5
vBSMp (0): ( ( (vBSMp (0) -2 .5) /2. s) *4096.0) -0. s
vcsMp (0): ( ( (vcsMp (0) -2.5) /z. s) *4096.0) -0. s

IA:ULTMIT
IB=ULIMIT
]C:ULIMIT
VA:ULIMTT
VB:ULIM]T
VC:ULTMIT
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j

IASMP (O):RNDUP (IASMP (O) )

IBSMP (0 ) :RNDUP (IBSMP (0) )

TCSMP (O) :RNDUP (ICSMP (O ) )

VASMP (0):RNDUP (VASMP (0) )

VBSMP ( O ) :RNDUP (VBSMP ( O ) )

VCSMP (O):RNDUP (VCSMP (O) )

! LTM]T A/D OUTPUT
: --------

IASMP ( 0) :ULIMIT ( 4095 .0, - 4096. 0' IASMP (0)
rBSMP (0) :ULrMrr (4095 . 0, -4096. 0, rBSMP (0)
TCSMP (0 ) =ULIMIT (4095 . 0, - 4096. 0, ICSMP (0)
vASMp ( 0 ) :uLrMrr ( 4095 . 0, - 4096. 0, VASMP ( 0 )

vBSMp (0) :uLrMrr (4095 .0, -4096. 0,VBSMP (0)
vcsMp (0) :uLrMrr (4095 .0, -4096. 0,vcsMP (0)

I

| * ** * **** * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * ** ** * * * * * ** ** * * * * * *
I SAMPLE DEC]MATION TO 8 SAMPLES/CYCLE
| ** * *** * * * * * * * * * * * + * * * * * ** * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

I CONVERT SAMPLE TO FLOATING POTNT NUMBER (SECONDARY LEVEL)

]ASMP ( 0 ) :ÌASMP ( 0 ) *rGArN
IBSMP ( 0) :IBSMP ( 0) *lGATN
rcsMP (0 ) :rcsMP ( 0) *rGArN
VASMP ( O ) :VASMP ( O ) *VGAIN

VBSMP ( O) :VBSMP (O ) *VGA]N
VCSMP ( O) :VCSMP ( O) *VGATN

!

I 8 SAI4PLE PER CYCLE PROCESSTNG ]NS]DE THIS LOOP

: --------
SDC:S DC+ 1

IF ( SDC. EQ. 12 ) THEN
ò U\-:U

!

! SAMPLE DECIMATION FILTER
:--------

TASSMP(0):0.0
TBSSMP(0):0.0
rcSsMP(0):0.0
vASSMP(0):0.0
vBSSMP(0):0.0
vcSsMP(0):0.0

DO 10 I:0,11
TASSMP (0) :1 .0 /1,2. 0*IASMP (T) +IABSMP (0)
IBSSMP (0) =1 .0/12.0*IBSMP (r) +IBBSMP (0)
rcSsMP (0):1 .0/72.0*rcsMP (r) +rcSsMP (0)
vASSMp (0) =1 .0 /12. 0*VASMp (r) +VASSMp (0)
VBBSMP (0):1 .0/72.0*VBSMP (I) +VBBSMP (0)
vcSsMP (0):1 .0/12.0*vcsMP (l) +vcSsMP (0)

1O CONTINUE
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*****************************************
CURRENT REPL]CA FILTER

********ìk**************+*****************

IARSMP (0):RFl*IASSMP (0) +RF2*IASSMP (1)
IBRSMP (0):RF1*IBSSMP (0) +RF2*IBSSMP (1)
rcRsMp ( 0) :RF1*rcSsMp (0) +RF2*rcSsMp ( 1)

******************************************
DFT - EXTRACT 6OHZ COMPONENTS******************************************

TA6ORS:O
IB60RS:0
TC60RS:0
IA60RC:0
-LIJOU.|(U:U
IC60RC:0

J-¡IOUT ò:U
IB60FS:0
IC 6 0 FS:0
]A6O FC:O
TB6OFC:O
TC6OFC:O

VA60S:0
vB60S:0
vc 6 0s:0
VA60C:0
VB60C:0
VC60C:0

DO 15 I:0,'7

RAW CURRENT FOR PHASE ANGLE

IA60RS:IABSMP ( I
IB6ORS:]B8SMP ( T

rc60RS:ICSSMP ( T

rA60RC:rASSMP ( r
IB6ORC:TBSSMP ( I
IC6ORC:ICSSMP ( I

*DFTSTN ( I
*DFTSTN (]
*DFTSTN (]
*DFTCOS ( I
*DFTCOS ( T
*DFTCOS ( r

+TA6ORS
+TB6ORS
T_L\-OUÌ1ò

+IA60RC
ï t- t1 0 u -f(\-

+TC6ORC

REPLICA CURRENT FOR MAGNITUDE

rA60FS:TARSMP ( I
TR6OtrC:TRÞqMÞ l/ T

IC60FS:ICRSMP ( I
TA6NtrT-:TARqMÞ / T

TB6OFC:IBRSMP ( T

IC60FC:ICRSMP ( I

POTENTIALS

*DFTSTN ( T )
*DFTSIN ( ] )
*DFTSIN ( I )
*DFTCOS (T )
*DFTCOS ( I )
*DFTCOS ( T )

ï.1¡\OU¡ 5
TJ.IJOUI ò
f l.UOUT ò
+IA6OFC
TI.tJOUIU
Ll a C^îa

VA60S:VASSMP ( I
VB60S:VBBSMP ( I
\/aÁÔc:\/r-RqMÞ / rv vvv!¡! \ ¿

VA6OC:VASSMP ( I

*DFTSIN(I)+VA60S
*DFTSTN (T) +VB6OS
*DFTSTN(r)+VC605
*DFTCOS(T)+VA60C
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15

VB6OC:VBSSMP ( I ) *DFTCOS ( I ) +VB60C
vc6Oc:vcBSMP ( I ) +DFTCOS ( I ) +VC60C
CONT]NUE

CALCULATE 6OHZ I & V RMS PHASOR & MAGNITUDE

IA6OMG:l- .026/ (4.0*SQRT (2.0) ) *SQRT (IA60FS**2+IA60FC**2)
rB6OMG:1 .026/ (4.0*SQRT (2.0) ) *SQRT (rB60FS**2+rB60FC**2)
IC6OMG:1 .026/ (4. 0*SQRT (2. 0) ) *SQRT (IC60FS**2+IC6OîC**2)

IA6OMR:1 .026/ (4.0*SQRT (2.0) ) *SQRT (IA60RS**2+rA60RC**2)
rB6OMR:1 .026/ (4.0*SQRT (2.0) ) *SQRT (TB60RS**2+IB60RC**2)
IC60MR:1 .026/ (4.0*SQRT (2.0) ) *SQRT (IC60RS**2+IC60RC**2)

]A6OPH:ATAN2 ( TA6ORC, IA6ORS )

IB60PH=ATAN2 ( TB6ORC, IB60RS )

rc60PH:ATAN2 ( rC6ORC, rC6ORS )

VA60MG:1 . 026 / ( 4 . 0*SQRT (2. 0 )

VB6OMG:1 .026/ (4.0*SQRT (2.0)
vc6OMG:1 .026/ (4.0*SQRT (2.0)

VA6 0 PH=ATAN2 ( VA60C, VA60 S )
VB60PH:ATAN2 (VB60C, VB60S )

vc60PH:ATAN2 (VC60C, VC605 )

* SQRT (VA60S * * 2+V A60C* * 2 )
*SQRT (VB60S* *2+VB60C* * 2 )
* SQRT (VC60S* x 2+VC60C+ * 2)

IAPHSR:CMPLX
ÏBPHSR:CMPLX
]CPHSR:CMPLX
TAPHRW:CMPLX
IBPHRI^]:CMPLX
ICPHRId:CMPLX
VAPHSR:CMPLX
VBPHSR:CMPLX
VCPHSR:CMPLX

rA6OMG*COS (rA60pH), ]A60MG*SIN (rA60pH) )

rB60MG*COS (rB60pH), tB60MG*SrN (r860pH) )

rc60Mc*cos (Tc60pH), rc60MG*srN (rc60pH) )

IA6OMR*COS (IA60pH) , IA6OMR*SIN (TA60pH) )

rB60MR*COS (IB60pH) , rB6OMR*SIN (rB60pH) )

rc60MR*cos (rc6OpH) , rc60MR*srN (IC60pH) )

VA60MG*COS (VA60pH) , VA60MG*SrN (VA60pH) )

vB60MG*COS (VB60pH) , VB60MG*SIN (VB60pH) )

vc60Mc*cos (vc60pH) , vc60MG*srN (vc60pH) )

PRGREC ( 1 ) :IA6OMG*CTRM
PRGREC ( 2 ) =IB6OMG*CTRM
PRGREC ( 3 ) :rC 6OMG*CTRM
PRGREC ( 4 ):VA6OMG*PTRM
PRGREC ( 5 ) :VB6OMG*PTRM

PRGREC ( 6 ) :VC6OMG*PTRM

*****************+*****+******************

DFT - EXTRACT I2OHZ ] MAGNITUDE
******************************************

TF (DLPT2E. EQ. 1) THEN

IA1 2 FS:0
IB12FS:0
TC12FS:O
IA1 2 FC:0
IÉI¿I|-:U
.LU.LZ¡L:U

Do 17 I:0,7
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*D12SrN(I)+rA12FS

"Dl_2SIN (I )+IB12FS
*D12SIN (I ) +rC12FS
*n-l 2aôqlT\+TAt?tra
*F\l ?aa\c ¡/T\ +TÞ1'tra
*nT ta^e /T\ ¡Tl-1rr-

!f I ¡ f vr¿!v

L] CONTINUE

!

! CALCULATE L2OHZ T RMS PHASOR MAGNITUDE
l--------

TA12MG: (1.10*0 .542) / (4.0*SQRT (2.0) ) *
+SQRT ( IA12FS* * 2+IAI2FC* * 2)

IB12MG: (1.10*0 .542) / (4.0*SQRT (2.0) ) *
+SQRT ( TB12 FS* * 2+IBI2FC* * 2)

IC12MG: (1. 10*0.542) / (4.0*SQRT (2. 0) ) *
+SQRT ( IC1 2FS* * 2+1CI2FC* * 2)

PRGREC ( 7 ) :IA12MG*CTRM
PRGREC ( 8 ) :TB12MG*CTRM
PRGREC ( 9 ) :IC12MG*CTRM

END ]F
!

| * ** ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** *** * ** * ** * +* * * * **+ * * **** * * ** * * ** * * * *
! CALCULATE 6OHZ I & V SYMMETRICAL COMPONENT(RMS) PHASORS
| * * * * * *** ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ***** * * * ** * * ** * * * * * * * ** * * * * *

IlPHSR:1 . 0 /3.0* (IAPHRVì+A*IBPHRW+ (A**2. 0) *ICpHRW)
l2PHSR:1 . 0 /3.0* (IAPHRW+ (A**2. 0) *TBPHRhI+A*ICPHRW)

I 0PHSR:1 . 0 / 3 . 0* ( IAPHRW+IBPHRW+rCPHRW)
VlPHSR:1 . 0 / 3.0* (VAPHSR+A*VBPHSR+ (A**2. 0) *VCPHSR)
V2PHSR:I . 0 / 3.0* (VAPHSR+ (A**2. 0) *VBPHSR+A*VCPHSR)

VOPHSR:1 . O / 3 . O* (VAPHSR+VBPHSR+VCPHSR)

IlMG(0):ABS(IlPHSR)
I2MG:ABS ( I2PHSR)
I0MG:3. 0*ABS ( I0PHSR)
vlMG (0): ( rNT (ABS (vlpHSR) *100.0) ) /100.0
V2MG:ABS (V2PHSR)
VOMG:ABS (VOPHSR)

TA12FS:IARSMP (T
IB12FS:IBRSMP (I
IC12FS:ICRSMP ( I
IA12FC:IARSMP ( I
IB12FC:IBRSMP (I
IC12FC:ICRSMP ( I

PRGREC
PRGREC
PRGREC
PRGREC
PRGREC
PRGREC

10 ) :r 1MG ( 0 ) *CTRM

11):12¡Oa*at*"
12 ):TOMG*CTRM
13¡:Y1¡oa (0) *PTRM

14 ):V2MG*PTRM
15):VOMG*PTRM

| **********************************
! CALCULATE 6OHZ I & V TRUE RMS
| **********************************

IARMS:O
IBRMS:O
ICRMS:O
VARMS:O
VBRMS=0
VCRMS:O
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Do 18 I:0,1
IARMS:IARMS+ ( IASSMP ( I ) ) * * 2. 0
ïBRMS:IBRMS+ ( tBSSMP (I) ) * *2.0
ICRMS:ICRMS+ (lCBSMP (I) ) **2.0
VARMS:VARMS+ (VABSMP (I) ) **2.0
VBRMS:VBRMS+ (VBSSMP (t) ) **2.0
VCRMS:VCRMS+ (VCBSMP ( I ) ) * * 2. 0

18 CONTTNUE

IARMS:1 . 026*SQRT ( ÏARMS/8 . 0 )

TBRMS:1 . 026*SQRT ( rBRMS/8 . 0 )

ICRMS:1 . 02 6*SQRT ( TCRMS/8 . 0 )

VARMS:1 . 02 6*SQRT (VARMS/8 . 0 )

VBRMS:I.026*SQRT (VBRMS/8 .0 )

VCRMS:I . 026*SQRT (VCRMS/8 . 0 )

PRGREC ( 1 6 ) :IARMS*CTRM
PRGREC ( 17 ¡:1Bp"S*CTRM
PRGREC ( 18 ):ICRMS*CTRM
PRGREC ( 1 9 ) :VARMS*PTRM
PRGREC ( 2O ) :VBRMS*PTRM
PRGREC ( 2t ¡ :Yç*"S*PTRM

| * ** * *** **** * * * ** * * * * * * * **** ** * * * * * ** * * * * ** ** +* * *
! POS]TTVE SEQUENCE MEMORY POLAR]Z]NG POTENTTAL
| * ** * ** * * * * * * * * * ** * * ** **** ** ** * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * ***
:

I DETERMINE FREQUENCY
: ------_-

vlFR:60. 0+ (V1pH (0) -v1pH (r) ) / (r.0/ 480. 0)

! DETERMINE FILTER COEFFICIENTS
!--------

MEMR:O.987
MEMTHE: ( 360. 0*pr_*v1FR) /B 6400 . 0
MEMA:2 . 0 *MEMR*COS ( MEMTHE )

MEMB:MEMR* *2 .0
MEMC: ( 1.0-MEMR) *SQRT (MEMR)

!

! POLAR]ZATION F]LTER
!--------

VAPOL (0) = (VASSMp (0) -VASSMp (2 ) + (MEMA/MEMC) *VAPOL (1 ) - (MEMB/MEMC) *
+VAPOL(2) ) *MEMC

vBPOL (0): (VBSSMP (0 ) -VBBSMp (2) + (MEMA/MEMC) *VBPOL (1 ) - (MEMB/MEMC) *
+vBPOL(2))*MEMC

VCPOL ( O ) : (VCSSMP ( O ) -VC8 SMP ( 2 ) + (MEMA/MEMC ) *VCPOL ( 1 ) _ (MEMB/MEMC ) *
+vcPoL(2))*MEMC

! EXTRACT 6OHZ RMS PHASOR USTNG DFT
: --------

VAPOLS:0
VBPOLS:O
VCPOLS:O
VAPOLC:0
VBPOLC:0
VCPOLC:0
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DO 19 I:0,1
VAPOLS:VAPOL ( I ) *DFTSIN ( I ) +VAPOLS
VBPOLS:VBPOL ( I ) *DFTSIN ( I ) +VBPOLS
VCPOLS:VCPOL ( I ) *DFTSIN ( I ) +VCPOLS
VAPOLC:VAPOL (I) *DFTCOS (I) +VAPOLC
VBPOLC:VBPOL ( I ) *DFTCOS ( I ) +VBPOLC
VCPOLC=VCPOL ( T ) *DFTCOS ( I ) +VCPOLC

T9 CONTINUE
!

VAPOMG:1 .026/ (4.0*SQRT (2.0)
VBPOMG:1 .026/ (4.0*SQRT (2.0)
vcPoMG:l .026/ (4.0*SQRT (2.0)

* SQRT (VAPOLS* * 2+VAPOLC* * 2 )

*SQRT (VBPOLS* * 2+VBPOLC* * 2 )
* SQRT (VCPOLS * *2+VCPOLC* * 2 )

VAPOPH:ATAN2 (VAPOLC, VAPOLS )

VBPOPH:ATAN2 ( VBPOLC, VBPOLS )

VCPOPH:ATAN2 (VCPOLC, VCPOLS )

!

VAMEPH:CMPLX (VAPOMG*COS (VAPOPH) , VAPOMG*SIN (VAPOPH) )

VBMEPH:CMPLX (VBPOMG*COS (VBPOPH) , VBPOMG*SÏN (VBPOPH) )

VCMEPH:CMPLX (VCPOMG*COS (VCPOPH) , vCPOMG*SIN (VCPOPH) )

!

! EXTRACT POSTÏVE SEQUENCE PHASOR
: --------

VIMEM:1 . 0 / 3 .0* (VAMEPH+A*VBMEPH+ (A**2 ) *VCMEPH)

VIMEMG:ABS (V1MEM)

PRGREC ( 22 ) :VIMEMG* PTRM
| ***** * * * * * * * ** * * * * ** * ** * * * * * * * ** * *** +* +* *** * + * *+ + + * *

! PROTECTION ELEMENTS
| ** * * ** ** ** * * * ** *** * * * * * * * ** ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *** *
!

! D]RECTTONAL ELEMENT (OR164)
: ---------

ZPOSPR:V1MEM/ I 1 PHSR
ZPOSAN:ATAN2 (ATMAG ( ZPOSPR) , REAL ( ZPOSPR) )

DIRRHA=O . 0- (Pt _/ 2. O-LZ1ANG)
DIRLHA:PI _- (PI_/ 2. O-LZ1ANG )

TF ( (ZPOSAN. GT. DIRRHA) .AND. (ZPOSAN. LT. DIRLHA) ) THEN
Z POS DR= 1

ELSE
ZPOSDR:0

END IF

rF(v1MEMG.GE. 2. 0) THEN
V1ME5 9:1

ELSE
V1ME5 9:0

END IF

rF(rlMG(0) .G8.0.2) THEN
I 1ME5 0=1

ELSE
T1ME5O:O

END IF

TF( (ZPOSDR.EQ.1) .AND. (V1ME59.EQ.1) ) THEN

AND1 63:1
ELSE
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ANDl 63:0
END ÏF

rF( (AND163.EQ. 1) .OR. (v1ME59.EQ. 0) .OR. (11M850.EQ. 0) ) THEN

oR1 6 4:1
ELSE

OR1 6 4:0
END TF
PRGREC (23):ORl64

I PHASE INST OVERCURRENT ELEMENT (TO1OP)
| --------

]RMSMX:MAX (IARMS, IBRMS, TCRMS)

I F ( IRMSMX . GE. PO5 OPU ) THEN
IOC5 O P:1

ELSE
roc50P:0

END ÏF
IF(POEN.EQ.1) THEN

rF( (rocS0P.EQ.1).AND. (OR164.8Q.1) ) THEN

AND165:1
ELSE

ANDl 65:O
END IF

IF(PODC.EQ.O)THEN
AND165:TOC5OP

END ÏF
!

! PICKUP TIMER ENABLED IF D]RECTIONAL
: --------

IF(PODC.EQ.1)THEN

! TIMER ÏNPUT SIGNAL
: --------

T01IP (0):AND165
I

! TIMER SETTINGS
: --------

T01PUS:O.050
T01DoS:O.0
T01DIP:T01rP (0) -T01TP (1)

rF (T01DrP. EQ. 1 ) THEN
TO lSET:TIME
T01RST:9999999.9

END ]F
IF(TO1DIP.EQ. -1) THEN

T01SET:99 99999 .9
TO lRST:TTME

END IF
T 0 1 DST:T IME-T0 lSET
T0 lDRT:TIME-T0 lRST
rF ( T0 lDST . GE. T01PUS ) THEN

T0 1oP:1
END IF
1F ( T01DRT . GE. T0lDOS ) THEN
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T0 10P:0
END IF

ELSE
T0 1OP:AND1 65

END IF
END IF
PRGREC (24 ):T01OP

! NEUTRAL INST OVERCURRENT ELEMENT (TO2OP)
t________

IF ( IOMG. GE. NO5OPU) THEN
r oc 5 0N:1

ELSE
roc5 0N:0

END IF
IF (NOEN. EQ. 1 ) THEN
rF( (rocsoN.EQ.1) .AND. (ORl64.EQ.1)) THEN

AND174:1
ELSE

AND174:O
END IF

rF (NODC. EQ. 0 ) THEN
AND174:IOC50N

END IF
:

! PÏCKUP T]MER ENABLED IF DÏRECTIONAL
: --------

rF (NODC. EQ. 1 ) THEN

! TIMER INPUT SIGNAL

T02IP (0):AND174

! TIMER SETTTNGS
j --------

T02PUS:O.050
T02DOS:O.0
T02DrP:T02rP ( 0 ) -T02rP ( 1 )

TF (TO2DTP. EQ. 1 ) THEN
TO2SET:TIME
T02RST:9999999.9

END TF
IF(TO2DTP.EQ.-1) THEN

T0 2 SET:9 9 99999 . 9
TO2RST:TIME

END IF
TO 2 DST:T TME_TO 2 SET
T02DRT:TIME-T02RST
]F (TO2DST. GE. TO2PUS ) THEN

T0 20P:1
END IF
I F ( TO2DRT . GE. TO2 DOS ) THEN

T 0 2OP:0
END IF
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ELSE
TO2OP:AND174

END IF
END IF
PRGREC (25):T02OP

! 12 INST OVERCURRENT ELEMENT (TO3OP)

: --------
IF (NSEN.EQ. 1) THEN
T F ( I2MG. GE. NS5O PU ) THEN

IUL¿] O:-L

ELSE
roc4 6:0

END ]F
rF( (roc46.EQ. 1) .AND. (OR164.EQ.1) ) THEN

AND17 6:1
ELSE

ANDl7 6:0
END IF

1F(NSDC.EQ.O)THEN
AND176=IOC46

END ÏF
:

! PICKUP T]MER ENABLED IF DIRECTIONAL
: --------

rF (NSDC. EQ. 1 ) THEN
I

! TTMER TNPUT STGNAL
: --------

T03rP(0):AND176
!

! TIMER SETTINGS
l--------

T03PUS:O.050
T03DOS:0.0
T03DrP:T03rP ( 0 ) -T03rP ( 1 )

rF (T03DrP. EQ. 1 ) THEN
TO3SET:TIME
T03RST:9999999.9

END ]F
IF(TO3DIP.EQ._1)THEN

T03SET:9999999.9
TO 3RST:TTME

END TF
T 0 3DST:T IME-T0 3SET
T03DRT:TIME-T0 3RST
IF (TO3DST. GE. TO3PUS ) THEN

T 0 30P:1
END IF
TF (TO3DRT. GE. TO3DOS ) THEN

T 0 30P:0
END IF

ELSE
T03OP:AND17 6
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END IF
END IF

PRGREC(26):TO3OP

i oreD LrNE PT.KUP
: --------

TF (DLPEN.EQ.1)THEN

TF (V1MG (O) .LE. DLP27P) THEN

! TIMER INPUT SIGNAL
: --------

T15rP(0):1
!

! TÏMER SETTINGS
: --------

Tl5PUS:2.0
T15DOS:O.0
T15DIP=T15IP ( 0 ) -T15IP ( 1 )

TF (T15DIP. EQ. 1 ) THEN
T15SET:TIME
T 1 5RST:9 9 99999 . 9

END TF
IF (T15DIP. EQ. -1 ) THEN

T15SET:9999999.9
T 1 5RST:T TME

END ]F
T15DST:TIME-T15SET
T1 5DRT:TlME_T1 5RST
]F (T15DST. GE. T15PUS ) THEN

T I 5OP:1
END IF
TF (T15DRT . GE. T15DOS ) THEN

T 1 5oP:0
END ]F

END ]F

IF (IRMSMX.GE. O. 2) THEN
oR17 B:1
ELSE
OR178=0
END ÏF

!

! TIMER ]NPUT SIGNAL
: --------

T16rP (0):OR178
I

I TIMER SETTTNGS
: --------

T16PUS:O.200
T16DOS:0.010
T16DrP:T16rP (0) -T16rP (1)

IF(T16DIP.EQ.1)THEN
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T16SET:TIME
T16RST:9999999.9

END IF
rF(T16DrP.EQ.-1)THEN

T16SET:9999999.9
T1 6RST:TIME

END IF
T1 6DST:T]ME-T1 6SET
T1 6DRT:TIME-T1 6RST
TF (T16DST. GE. T16PUS) THEN

T1 60P:1
END TF
T F ( T1 6DRT . GE . T1 6DOS ) THEN

T 1 6OP:0
END IF

1F( (TRMSMX.GE. DLP50P) .OR. (rOMG.GE. DLP50N) ) THEN

OR17 9:1
ELSE
ORl 7 9:0
END ]F

I2AI1A:IA12MG/IA6OMG
I 2BI 1B:IB 1 2MGl IB 6OMG

I 2CI 1C=IC 1 2MG / IC6OMG
r 2 IMAX:MAX ( r 2Ar 14, r2Br 18, r2Cr lC )

TF ( I21MAX. GE. DLPI2R) THEN
oR1 8 1:1
ELSE
oR1 B 1:0
END IF

rF ( (roc50p.EQ. 1) .oR. (roc50N. EQ. 1) ) THEN

OR1 I 2:1
ELSE
oR1B2:0
END IF

rF ( (oRl82.EQ.0) .AND. (OR181.8Q. 1) .AND. (DLPI2E.EQ. 1) )THEN
AND183:1
ELSE
ANDl 8 3:0
END ]F

r F ( ( T 150P . EQ . 1 ) . AND . (OR17 8 . EQ . 1 ) . AND . (r 1 60P . EQ . 0 ) . AND .

+ (oRl79.EQ. 1) .AND. (AND183.EQ. 0) ) THEN
ANDl I 0:1
ELSE
ANDl 8 0:0
END ]F

END IF
PRGREC (27 ):AND180

I LOSS OF POTENTTAL LOGIC (LOP6O)

l--------
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TF (LOPEN. EQ.1) THEN
LOP27:MTN (VARMS, VBRMS, VCRMS )

DllDT:8.0*ABS ( (rlMG (0)-rl-MG (1) ) /rS¡
DVlDT:8.0* (v1MG (0) -V1MG (1) ) /TS

IF (LOPZ-|.LE.LOP27P) THEN

OR1 8 4:1
ELSE

OR184:0
ENDIF
fF(I1MG (O) .GE.LOP]18) THEN

LoP5 0 1:1
ELSE

LOP501:0
END ÏF
TF(IOMG.GE.LOPTOB) THEN

LOP5 0 0:1
ELSE

LOP5 0 0:0
END TF
IF(DI1DT.GT.O.1)THEN

r06rP ( 0 ):1
ELSE

T06rP(0):0
END IF
TF (DV1DT. GT. 3. O) THEN

DLTVlP:]
ELSE

DLTVlP:0
END ÏF
rF (DV1DT. LT. -3. 0) THEN

DLTVlN:-
ELSE

DLTVlN:O
END IF
ILMAX:MAX ( fA6OMG, IB60MG, IC60MG )

IF(TLMAX.GT.O.2)THEN
OR1 9 9:1

ELSE

. oR199:0
END IF

!

! TIMER TNPUT S]GNAL
: --------
! SEE ABOVE
!

! TIMER SETTINGS
:--------

T0 6PUS:0 . 0

T06DOS:0.020
T06DrP:T06rP ( 0 ) -T06rP ( 1 )

rF(T06DrP.EQ.1)THEN
TO 6SET:TTME
T06RST:9999999.9

END IF
rF(T06DrP.EQ.-1)THEN

T0 6SET:9 9 99999 .9
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T0 6RST=TIME
END ]F
T06DST:TIME-T06SET
TO 6DRT:TIME-TO 6RST
IF (TO6DST. GE. TO6PUS ) THEN

T0 6OP=1
END IF
T F ( TO 6DRT . GE . TO 6DOS ) THEN

T 0 60P:0
END IF

rF( (LOP5O1.EQ.1) .OR. (LOP500.EQ.1) )THEN
OR1B7:1

ELSE
OR1B7:0

END IF
rF( (DLTVLN.EQ. 1) .AND. (T06OP.EQ. 0) .AND. (OR187.8Q. 0) ) THEN

AND1 8 8:1
ELSE

AND188:O
END IF

! TIMER INPUT SIGNAL
: --------

T07IP ( 0 ):AND188
I

! TIMER SETTINGS
: --------

T07PUS:O.005
T07DOS:O.012
T07DIP:T07IP (0) -T07IP (1)

IF(TO7DIP.EQ.1)THEN
TOTSET:TIME
T07RST:9999999.9

END TF
rF(T07DrP.EQ.-1)THEN

T07SET:9999999.9
TO7 RST:TTME

END IF
TOTDST:TIME-TOTSET
T07 DRT:TIME-T07RST
IF (TO7DST. GE. TOTPUS ) THEN

T07OP=1
END IF
IF ( TOTDRT. GE. TO7 DOS ) THEN

T0 7 OP:0
END ]F

rF( (oR189 (1) .EQ. 1) .AND. (OR184.8Q. 1) .AND. (DLTV1P.EQ.0) )THEN
AND18 5:1

ELSE
ANDl 8 5:O

END ]F
r F ( ( DLTVI p . EQ . 0 ) . AND . (OR1 9 9 . EQ . 1 ) ) THEN

ANDl 8 6:1
ELSE

ANDl 8 6:0
END ]F
rF( (AND185.EQ. 1) .OR. (T07OP.EQ. 1) ) THEN
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oR189(0):1
ELSE

oR189(0):0
END IF
rF( (oR184.8Q. 1) .AND. (OR189 (0) .EQ. 1) .AND. (AND186.EQ. 1) )THEN

ANDl 95:1
ELSE

AND195:O
END IF

!

I TIMER INPUT SIGNAL
j --------

T08IP(0):AND195
!

! TTMER SETTTNGS
: --------

T08PUS:O.000
T08DOS:O.017
T0BDTP:T08rP ( 0 ) -T0BrP ( 1 )

IF (TOBDTP. EQ. 1 ) THEN
TO 8 SET:T IME
T08RST:9999999 .9

END IF
TF (T08DrP. EQ. -1 ) THEN

T08SET:9999999 .9
TO B RST:TTME

END TF
T0BDST:TÌME-T08SET
TO8 DRT:TIME-TOBRST
]F (TOBDST. GE. TOBPUS ) THEN

T08oP:1
END ]F
I F ( TO8 DRT . GE . TOB DOS ) THEN

TO BOP:O
END IF

ELSE
T0 80P:0
END IF

PRGREC (28 ):TO8OP
:

! DISTANCE ELEMENTS
: --------

]AB:ÏAPHSR- I BPHSR
IBC:IBPHSR-TCPHSR
ICA:ICPHSR-TAPHSR
VAB:VAPHSR-VBPHSR
VBC:VBPHSR-VCPHSR
VCA:VCPHSR-VAPHSR
IA2IG:IAPHSR+ ( K0*3 . 0* I0PHSR)
IB2 IG:IBPHSR+ ( K0*3 . 0*I0PHSR)
IC21G=ICPHSR+ (K0*3 . 0* I0PHSR)
VlMEMB:V1MEM*A*A
VlMEMC:V1MEM*A
S2AG=CoNJG (V1MEM)

S2BG:CONJG (VlMEMB)
S2CG:CONJG (V1MEMC)
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S2AP:V1MEM*CONA
S2BP:V1MEM*CONB
S2CP:V1MEM*CONC
S2AP:CoNJG (S2AP)
S2BP:CONJG ( S2BP )

S2CP:CONJG (S2CP)
!

! ZONE 1 PHASE
: --------

TF(P211EN.EQ.1)THEN

S 1P1AP: ( IAB*RZ1 PST ) -VAB
S1P1BP: ( IBC*RZ1 PST ) _VBC

S1P1CP: ( ICA*RZlPST ) -VCA

S121PA:S1P1AP*S2AP
S121PB:S1P1BP*S2BP
S121PC:S1P1CP*S2CP

Z 1 PAAG:REAL ( S12 1PA) /ABS ( S 12 1 PA)
ZlPBAG:REAL ( S121PB) /ABS ( S12 lPB)
ZlPCAG:REAL ( S12 lPC ) /ABS ( S12 1PC)

PRGREC ( 29) :ACOS ( ZIPAAG) *180. 0/pT
PRGREC ( 30 ) :ACOS ( ZlPBAG) *180. 0/Pr
PRGREC (31):ACOS ( ZIPCAG) *180.0/Pr

IF ( ZlPAAG. GE. ZlPCAN) THEN
ZIPAZ:I

ELSE
ZTPAZ:O

END IF

TF ( ZlPBAG. GE. ZlPCAN) THEN
ZIPBZ:L

ELSE
ZIPBZ:O

END IF
TF (Z1PCAG. GE. ZlPCAN) THEN

o1ñõa-aLLtrWL_L

ELSE
zIPCZ:O

END IF

IF (ABS ( ]AB) . GE.P211DC) THEN
Z 1 P IAB:1
ELSE
Z 1 PIAB:0
END ]F

rF (ABS (rBC) . GE. P211DC) THEN
1'LYIIJ¿:L

ELSE
Z 1 PIBC:0
END IF

IF (ABS (ICA) . GE. P211DC) THEN
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Z 1 PICA:1
ELSE
ZlPTCA:O
END IF

rF( (z1pAZ.EQ.1) .AND. (Z1PIAB.EQ. 1) .AND. (OR164.EQ. 1) )THEN
AND122:1
ELSE
AND122:0
END ]F

TE ( (ZIPBZ.EQ. 1) .AND. (Z1PIBC.EQ. 1) .AND. (OR164.8Q. 1) ) THEN
AND123:1
ELSE
AND123=0
END ]F

rF( (z1PCZ.EQ. 1) .AND. (Z1PrCA.EQ. 1) .AND. (ORl64.8Q. 1) ) THEN
AND124:1
ELSE
ANDl 2 4:0
END IF

rF( (AND122.EQ.1) .OR. (AND123.EQ. 1) .OR. (ANDl24 .EQ. 1) ) THEN
UI(-L Z J: I

ELSE
oR1 2 5:0
END TF

TF( (ORl25.8Q. 1) .AND. (TOBOP.EQ.O) )THEN
AND 1 2 6:1
ELSE
AND12 6:0
END IF

T]MER INPUT S]GNAL

T09rP(0):AND126

_____:rY:i_::t:ï::
T09PUS:0.000
T09DOS:0.004
T09DTP:T09rP (0) -T09IP (1)

rF(T09DrP.EQ.1)THEN
TO 9SET:TIME
T09RST:9999999.9

END ]F
IF ( TO 9DI P . EQ. _1 ) THEN

T09SET:9999999.9
TO 9RST:T]ME

END ÏF
T0 9DST=TIME-T0 9SET
T0 9DRT:TIME-T0 9RST
I F ( TO 9DST . GE . TO 9PUS ) THEN

T0 90P:1
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END ]F
I F ( TO 9DRT . GE . TO 9DOS ) THEN

T 0 9OP=0
END IF

ELSE
T 0 90P:0

END ÏF

PRGREC ( 32 ) :T0 9OP

! ZONE 1 GROUND

l--------
TF (N211EN. EQ.1) THEN

S1G1AP: ( ]A21G*RZlGST) _VAPHSR

SlG1BP: ( I82 1G*RZlGST ) -VBPHSR
s1G1CP: ( TC21G*RZlGST) -VCPHSR

S 1 2 IGA:S 1G 1AP* S 2AG
S121GB:S1G1BP*S2BG
S 1 2 1GC:S 1G 1CP* S 2CG

ZIGAAG: (REAL (5121cA) /ABS (S121GA)
ZIGBAG: (REAL (S121GB) /AES 1S12lGB)
ZIGCAG: (REAL (S121GC) /ABS (S121GC)

PRGREC
PRGREC
PRGREC

33 ) :ACOS ( ZlGAAG) *180 . 0/Pr
34 ¡ :46ot (ZlGBAG) *180 . 0 /PI
35 ) :ACOS ( ZIGCAG) * 180 . 0 / Pr

TF ( Z1GAAG. GE. ZIGCAN) THEN
q1-1n-1
b luna- !

ELSE
ZIGAZ:O

END ÏF

1F ( Z1GBAG. GE. Z1GCAN) THEN
Z\GBZ:I

ELSE
ZIGBZ:O

END ÏF
IF ( ZlGCAG. GE. ZlGCAN) THEN

ELSE
a fuuâ-v

END ]F

IF (ABS ( ]APHSR) . GE. N21].PC) THEN
,1î\A-1¿fufn-l

ELSE
?1ar^-n¿ tufõ-u

END IF

TF(ABS (IBPHSR) .GE.N211PC) THEN
Z lGIB:1
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ELSE
¿ILr-Lö:U

END ÏF

IF (ABS (TCPHSR) . GE.N211PC) THEN
ù1-aÕ-1¿rufu-!

ELSE
o11f 1-^¿fufu-v

END IF

1F ( r0MG. GE. N211r0 ) THEN
a 1 îa 

^-1¿auau-f

ELSE
a1-T^-^¿1UIU_U

END IF

rF( (zIGAZ.EQ.1) .AND. (ZlGrA.EQ. 1) .AND. (Z1Gr0.EQ. 1)
+.AND. (ORl64 . EQ. 1 ) ) THEN

AND 1 2 7:1
ELSE
AND1 2 7:0
END TF

rî ( (TIGBZ.EQ. 1) .AND. (Z1GrB. EQ. 1) .AND. (Z1Gr0.EQ. 1)
+.AND. (ORl64 . EQ. 1) ) THEN

AND12B:1
ELSE
AND128:O
END IF

rF ( (zrGcz.EQ. 1) .AND. (ZlcrC.EQ. 1) .AND. (ZLGrO.EQ. 1)
+.AND. (OR164 . EQ. 1) ) THEN

ANDl 2 9:1
ELSE
ANDl 2 9:O
END TF

rF( (AND127.EQ. 1) .OR. (AND128.EQ. 1) .OR. (AND129.EQ. 1) ) THEN

oRl_30:1
ELSE
oR1 3 0:0
END ]F

TF( (OR130.8Q. 1) .AND. (T08OP.EQ. 0) ) THEN

AND 1 3 1:1
ELSE
AND131:0
END IF

!

I TIMER INPUT STGNAL
: --------

T10rP(0):AND131
!

! TTMER SETTINGS
I --------

T10PUS:O.000
T10DOS:0.004
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T10DrP:T10rP ( 0 ) -T10rP ( 1 )

rF (T10DrP. EQ. 1 ) THEN
T 1 OSET:TTME
T1ORST:9999999.9

END IF
TF (T1ODIP. EQ. -1) THEN

T10SET:9999999.9
T1 0RST:TIME

END ÏF
T10DST:TIME*T10SET
T10DRT:TIME-T10RST
]F (T1ODST. GE. TlOPUS ) THEN

T 1 OOP=1
END IF
IF (T1ODRT. GE. TlODOS ) THEN

T 1 0oP=0
END ]F

ELSE
T 1 00P:0

END IF

PRGREC (36) =T1OOP

ZONE 2 PHASE

IF(P212EN.EQ.1)THEN

S l- P2AP: ( IAB*RZ2PST ) -VAB
S1P2BP: ( TBC*RZ2PST) _VBC

S 1 P2CP: ( ICA*RZ2PST ) -VCA

S122PA:SlP2AP*S2AP
S122PB:S1P2BP*S2BP
S122PC:S1P2CP*S2CP

Z2PAAG: (REAL (S122PA) /ABS (S122PA) )

z2pBAG: (REAL (S722pB) /ABS (SIZ2PB) )

z2pcAG: (REAL (SI22PC) /ABS ( S1.22pC) )

PRGREC
PRGREC
PRGREC

37 ) :ACOS (Z2PAAG) *180. 0/PI
38 ) :ACOS (ZZPBAG) *180 . 0 / PI
39) :ACOS (Z2PCAG) * 180 . 0/PI

]F(Z2PAAG
Z2PAZ:I

ELSE
Z2PAZ--O

END TF

GE. 22PCAN) THEN

IF ( Z2PBAG .GE.Z2PCAN) THEN
ZZPBZ:7

ELSE
Z2PBZ:0

END IF
]F ( Z2PCAG . GE. Z2PCAN ) THEN

ZZPCZ:I
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ELSE
Z2PCZ:O

END ]F

IF (ABS ( TAB) . GE.P212DC) THEN
Z2PIA.B:I
ELSE
Z 2 P IAB:0
END ]F

rF(ABS (rBC) .GE. P212DC)THEN
Z2PIBC:L
ELSE
Z2PIBC:0
END IF

IF(ABS (ICA) . GE.P212DC)THEN
Z2PICA:I
ELSE
Z2PICA:0
END ]F

IF ( (ZZPAZ.EQ. 1) .AND. (Z2PIAB.EQ. 1) .AND. (OR164.EQ. 1) ) THEN

ANDl 32:1
ELSE
ANDI_ 32:0
END IF

rF ( (TZPBZ.EQ. 1) .AND. (Z2PTBC.EQ. 1) .AND. (OR164.8Q. 1) ) THEN
At\UIJJ:-L

ELSE
ANDl 3 3:O
END ÏF

tF ( (z2pcz.EQ. 1) .AND. (Z2P\CA.EQ. 1) .AND. (OR164 .EQ. 1) ) THEN

AND1 3 4:1
ELSE
AND1 3 4:O
END ]F

TF( (ANDl32.EQ.1) .OR. (ANDl33.EQ. 1) .OR. (ANDl34 .EQ. 1) ) THEN
OR1 3 5:1
ELSE
oR1 3 5:0
END TF

rF ( (oR135. EQ.1) .AND. (T08OP. EQ.0) )THEN
ANDl 3 6:1
ELSE
AND1 3 6:0
END IF

I

I TIMER INPUT SIGNAL
: --------

rT'l rPrnl:ANDI36
I
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! TIMER SETT]NGS
: --------

T11PUS:O.000
T11DOS:0.004
T11DrP:T11rP ( 0 ) -T11rP ( 1 )

IF(T11DIP.EQ.1)THEN
T11SET:TIME
T1IRST:9999999.9

END IF
IF (T11DIP. EQ. -1) THEN

TllSET:9999999.9
T1 lRST:TTME

END IF
T11DST:TIME-T11SET
T1 lDRT:TTME_T1 lRST
IF (T11DST. GE. T11PUS ) THEN

T1 10P:1
END IF
rF (T11DRT. cE. T11DOS ) THEN

T1 1OP:O
END IF

PRGREC(40):T11oP

I

! TIMER INPUT SIGNAL
: --------

172rP(0):T11OP
!

! TIMER SETT]NGS
: --------

T12PUS:P212PD
T12DOS:O.00
T12DrP:T1zrP (0) -T12TP ( 1 )

TF(T12DIP.EQ.1)THEN
T12SET:TIME
T12RST:9999999 .9

END IF
rF (T12DrP. EQ. -1 ) THEN

T12SET:9999999 .9
T12RST:TIME

END IF
T12DST:TIME-T12SET
T1 2DRT:TIME-T12RST
TF (T12DST. GE. T12PUS) THEN

T120P:1
END ]F
IF (T12DRT. GE. T12DOS) THEN

T12OP:0
END ]F

ELSE
T 1 20P:0
END IF

PRGREC(41):T12OP
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I

! ZONE 2 GROUND

: --------
rF(N212EN.EQ.1)THEN

PRGREC(42):ACOS
PRGREC(43):ACOS
PRGREC(44):ACOS

S1G2AP: ( IA21G*RZ2cST) -VAPHSR
S1G2BP: ( I821G*RZ2GST) -VBPHSR
s1G2CP: ( rC2 1G*RZ2GST ) -VCPHSR

S 1 2 2GA:S 1G2AP* S2AG
S122GB:S1c2BP*S2BG
S 122GC:S 1G2CP* SZCG

Z2GAAG: (REAL (S122GA) /ABS (S122GA)
Z2GBAG: (REAL (S122cB) /ABS (S122GB)
Z2GCAG: ( REAL (SI2ZGC) /ABS ( SL2ZGC)

Z?GAAG)*180.0/Pr
?2GBAG) *180.0/Pr
L2GCAG)*180.0/PI

IF ( Z2GAÄG . GE. Z2GCAN ) THEN
o al^, 

-1LZVAL- L

ELSE
oalAn-^
LLgñL_W

END ]F

] F ( Z2GBAG . GE, Z2GCAN ) THEN
Z2GBZ:L

ELSE
ZZGBZ:O

END IF
IF (Z2GCAG.GE .Z2GCAN) THEN

ELSE
¿r ¿lga ¿':V

END ÏF

IF (ABS (TAPHSR) . GE. N212PC) THEN
o a-f A-1L¿g !n- !

ELSE
Z2GIA:O
END ]F

IF (ABS (]BPHSR) . GE.N212PC) THEN
Z2GIB:I
ELSE
TJ ¿É I Ó:U

END TF

I F (ABS (ICPHSR)
L Zlr IL: I

ELSE
1'¿V I¿:U
END IF

. GE. N212PC) THEN

rF ( rOMc. cE. N212r0 ) THEN
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q aaf 
^-1LL9!W_L

ELSE
q alÍ 

^-^¿¿UIU_U

END IF

ÎF ( (Z2GAZ. EQ. 1 )

+.AND. (ORl64. EQ.
AND137:1
ELSE
AND137:0
END IF

IF ( (Z2GBZ. EQ. 1 )

+.AND. (OR164 . EQ.
AND138:1
ELSE
ANDl 3 8:O
END IF

rî ( (z2ccz. EQ. 1 )

+.AND. (OR164.EQ.
AND139:1
ELSE
ANDl 3 9:0
END TF

.AND. (Z2G1A. EQ. 1) .AND . (Z2cr0. EQ. 1 )

1))THEN

.AND. (Z2GIB.EQ
1) ) THEN

1) .AND . (Z2Gr0. EQ.1)

.AND. (Z2GIC.EQ,
1))THEN

1 ) .AND . (Z2GTO. EQ.1)

rF( (ANDI37.EQ. 1) .On. (AND138.EQ. 1) .On. (AND139.EQ. 1) ) THEN
oR1 4 0:1
ELSE
oR1 4 0:0
END ]F

rF( (oRl40.EQ. 1) .AND. (T08Op.EQ. 0) )THEN
AND1 4 1:1
ELSE
ANDl 4 1:0
END ]F

TÏMER INPUT S]GNAL

T13rP (0):AND141

TÏMER SETTINGS

T13PUS:O.000
T13DOS=0.004
T13DIP:T13rP ( 0 ) -T13IP ( 1 )

rF(T13DrP.EQ.1)THEN
T13SET:TIME
Tl3RST:9999999.9

END IF
TF (T13DTP. EQ. -1) THEN

T 1 3 SET:9 9 99999 . 9
T13RST:TIME

END IF
T 1 3DST:T IME-T 1 3SET
T13DRT:TIME-T13RST
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IF (T13DST. GE. T13PUS ) THEN

T 1 30P:1
END IF
rF (T13DRT. GE. Tl3DOS) THEN

T 1 30P:0
END IF

PRGREC(45):T13oP
!

! TIMER INPUT S]GNAL
: --------

T14rP (0) =T13OP
!

! TIMER SETT]NGS
: --------

T14PUS:N212PD
T14DoS:O.000
T14DrP:T14rP ( 0) -T14TP ( 1 )

]F(T14DTP.EQ.1) THEN
T14SET:TIME
T 1 4 RST:9 9 99999 . 9

END ]F
rF(T14DrP.EQ.-1)THEN

T14SET:9999999 .9
T14RST:TTME

END IF
T14 DST:TIME-T14SET
T14 DRT=TIME-T14RST
TF (T14DST. GE. T14PUS ) THEN

T14OP:1
END ÏF
TF (T14DRT. GE. T14DOS ) THEN

T14OP:0
END IF

ELSE
T14oP:O

END IF

PRGREC (4 6 ) :T1- 4OP

| * ** ** * * * * * * * * * *** ** *** * ** ** *** *** * *** * ** +

! MEASURED PHASE AND GROUND IMPEDANCES
| * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

PRGREC (47 ):ABS (VAB/IAB)
PRGREC ( 48 ):ABS (VBC/IBC)
PRGREC ( 4 9 ) :ABS (VCA/ICA)
PRGREC ( 50 ) :ABS (VAPHSR/IA2 1G)

PRGREC ( 5 1 ) :ABS (VBPHSR/I821G)
PRGREC ( 52 ) :ABS (VCPHSR/IC2 1G )

| * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * + * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * + * * * *

! SHIFT ALL STORED VALUES
| *** * * * * * * * * ** *** * *** * * *** ** * * * * ** * *** * ** * *

SHIFT LOP MEMORY ITEMS

t0l



: --------
rlMG(1):r1MG(0)
vlMG(1):v1Mc(0)
oRl89(1):ORl89(0)

I

! SHIFT STORED DFT CONSTANTS
: --------

DFTCOS(8):DFTCOS(7)
DFTSIN(8):DFTSIN(7)
D12COS(8):D12COS(7)
D12SIN(8):D12SIN(7)
DO 20 I:'1 ,1,-I
DFTCOS ( r ) :DFTCOS ( r-r )

DFTSTN ( I ) :DFTS]N ( I-1 )

D12COS (r ) =D12COS (r-1 )

D12SrN (r ):D12SrN (r-1)
20 CONTINUE

DFTCOS(0):DFTCOS(8)
DFTSTN(O):DFTSIN(8)
D12COS(0):D12COS(B)
D12SrN(0):D12SrN(8)

!

! SHÏFT STORED TIMER STATES
: --------

TOlTP
TO2IP
TO3]P
TO4IP
TO5TP
TO6TP
TOTIP
TOSIP
TO9TP
TlOIP
T11TP
TI2IP
T13TP
T14IP
T15IP
T16TP

SHT FT

r-):r01rP(0)
r):T02IP (0)
r):T03rP (0)

(1) :T04 rP (0 )

1):T05rP(0)
1):r06rP(0)
1) :T07IP (0 )

1):T0BTP(0)
1):T09TP(0)

(1):T10rP(0)
(1):T11rP(0)
(1):T12rP(0)
(1):T13rP(0)
(1):T14TP(0)
(1):T15rP(0)
(1):T16rP(0)

I STORED Vl PHASE

DO 30 r:'7,r,-r

SHIFT 7 STORED DECIMATED SAMPLES

]A8SMP
TBSSMP
IC8 SMP

VASSMP
VBSSMP
VC8 SMP

SHIFT

( I ):IASSMP
( I ) =]BBSMP
( I ) :]C8SMP
( I ) =VASSMP
(I):VBSSMP
( I ) =VCBSMP

r-1
t-1
r-1
r-1
r-1
r-1

7 STORED REPLICA FTLTER SAMPLES
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TARSMP(]):TARSMP(]-1
IBRSMP(I):IBRSMP(I-1
ICRSMP(T):]CRSMP(I-1

!

I SHIFT 7 STORED POLARIZAT]ON VOLTAGES

I--------
VAPOL(I):VAPOL(I-1)
VBPOL(T):VBPOL(r-1)
vcPoÏ,(I)=vcPoL(I-1)

3O CONT]NUE

!>>>>>>>END SAMPLE CONTROL 8 S/C
END IF

| ********************+***************

! SHTFT 11 STORED UNFILTERED SAMPLES
| ************************************

DO 40 I:11,1, -1
IASMP(T):IASMP(I-1)
]BSMP(I):IBSMP(I-1)
Tl-qMÞ/T\=T-qMÞ/T-1 \

vAsMP(I)=VASMP(I-1)
VBSMP(I):VBSMP(I-1)
vcsMP(I):vcsMP(I-1)

40 CONTINUE
NXTSMP:TIME-D] FTTM+SMPPER

!>>>>>>>END SAMPLE CONTROL 96 S/C
END IF

| *** * * *** * ***** ** *** * * * * * * * *** ** * **** * * * ***
I TRIPPING LOGTC
| * ** ** * *** * * * ** * * ** * ** * * * * * ** * * *+ * ** * ** * ***

TRPMAX:MAXO (T01OP, TO2OP, T03OP, AND180, T09OP, T1OOP, TI?OP, T14OP)
IF (TRPMAX. EQ. 1 ) THEN
T17TP(0):1
E,LSE
T17TP (0 ) =0
END IF

!

I TIMER SETTINGS(OUTPUT RELAY DELAY=3ms)
!---------

T17PUS:O.003
T17DOS:0.100
T17DrP:T17rP ( 0 ) -T17rP ( 1 )

rF (T17DTP.EQ. 1 ) THEN
Tl7SET:TIME
T17RST:9999999.9

END IF
TF(T17DIP.EQ._1)THEN

T 1 7 SET:9 9 99999 . 9
T17RST:TIME

END IF
T17DST:TIME-T17SET
T1 7 DRT:T]ME-T17RST
]F (T17DST. GE. Tl7PUS) THEN
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I

!

T17OP:1
END ]F
IF ( T17DRT. GE. T17DOS ) THEN

T17OP:0
END IF

T17IP (1):T17IP (0)

+***********+******************************************
CONFIGURE USER RECORDING

*******************************************************
TRI P:T 1 7OP
CHNLl:PRGREC (REC1 )

CHNL2:PRGREC ( REC2 )

CHNL3:PRGREC ( REC3 )

CHNL4:PRGREC (REC4 )

CHNL5:PRGREC (REC5)
CHNL6:PRGREC ( REC6 )

CHNLT:PRGREC ( RECT )

CHNLS=PRGREC (RECB )

CHNL9:PRGREC (REC9)
!

! STORE COPY OF STGNALS FOR NEXT SAMPLE
: --------

IAOLD:IA
IBOLD:]B
ICOLD:]C
VAOLD:VA
VBOLD:VB
VCOLD:VC

**********************************************+****

STORE DATA FOR THE NEXT TIME STEP & RETURN TO MAIN***************************************************
STORF (MYINDX ) :ADRES

STORF ( MYINDX+ 1 ) :SMPPER

STORF (MY]NDX+2 ) :NXTSMP

STORF (MYINDX+3 ) :W
STORF (MYINDX+4 ) :IGATN
STORF (MYINDX+5 ) :VGAIN
STORF (MY]NDX+6 ) :SDC
STORF (MYINDX+7 ) :TS
STORF (MYTNDX+8 ):TSET
STORF(MYINDX+9):AF
STORF (MYINDX+10 ) :BF
sTORF (MYINDX+11 ):Cr
sToRF (MYTNDX+12 ):RFl
STORF (MYINDX+13 ) :RF2

DFT COEFF]CIENTS

DO 55 I:0,1
STORF (MYTNDX+14 +I ) :DFTSIN ( I )

STORF (MYINDX+22+t ¡ :PP1'SOS (I )

CONTINUE

TIMER STATES

55

I

!
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I

sToRF (MYINDX+30 ) :T0 1 r P ( 1 )

STORF (MYINDX+31 ):T02tP ( 1 )

Vl PHASE

STORF (MYINDX+32 ) :V1PH ( 1 )

7 STORED DECIMATED SAMPLES

uu o¡ !:v' I

sToRF (MYTNDX+33+I ) :TASSMP ( I )

sroRF (MYTNDX+4 1+ r ) :rBSSMP ( r )

sToRF (MYTNDX+4 9+r ):rCSSMP ( r )

sToRF (MYINDX+57+I ):VASSMP ( I )

sroRF (MYTNDX+65+t ¡ :vg6SMP ( r )

STORF (MYTNDX+7 3+I ) :VCBSMP ( I )

___ __l_:l:i::_i:::l:1_ 11:l:i_:iï::::
STORF (MYINDX+81+I ):IARSMP ( I
STORF (MYINDX+8 9+I ) :IBRSMP ( I
STORF (MYINDX+97+] ) :ICRSMP ( ]

:

I 1 STORED POLARIZATION VOLTAGES
I ________

sToRF (MYTNDX+1 05+r ) :VAPOL ( r )

STORF (MYINDX+1 13+I ) :VBPOL ( I )

STORF (MYINDX+ I 2T+I) :VCPOL ( I )

65 CONTÏNUE
I

! STORED UNF]LTERED SAMPLES
: --------

DO 75 T:0,11
STORF (MYINDX+ L29+I
STORF (MYINDX+14 1+I
STORF (MYINDX+153+T
STORF (MYINDX+1 65+T
STORF (MYINDX+177+T
sTORF (MYTNDX+189+I

15 CONTINUE

:IASMP ( I )

:IBSMP ( I )

:T'qMÞ / T \

:VASMP ( I )

:VBSMP ( I )

:VCSMP ( ] )

sToRF (MYTNDX+2 0 1 ) :SDC

STORF (MYINDX+2 02 ) :IAOLD
sToRF (MYTNDX+20 3 ) :IBOLD
STORF (MYINDX+2 O4 ) :TCOLD
STORF (MYINDX+205 ) :VAOLD
STORF (MYINDX+20 6 ) :VBOLD

sTORF (MYTNDX+2 07 ) :VCOLD
STORF (MYINDX+208 ) :I1MG ( 1 )

sToRF (MYTNDX+209 ) :V1MG ( 1 )

STORF (MYINDX+210 ) :ORl8 9 ( 1 )

STORF (MYINDX+2 11 ) =T03IP ( 1 )

sroRF (MYTNDX+2 12 ) :T04 rP ( 1 )

STORF (MYINDX+2 13 ) :T05IP ( 1 )

sroRF (MYTNDX+214 ):T06rP ( 1 )

STORF (MYINDX+215 ) :T07 IP ( 1 )

sroRF (MYINDX+216) =T08rP ( 1 )

sroRF (MYTNDX+z17 ):T09rP ( 1 )
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sToRF (MYTNDX+218 )

sTORF (MYTNDX+219)
sroRF (MYTNDX+220 )

sToRF(MYTNDX+221)
sToRF (MYTNDX+222 )

sToRF (MYTNDX+223)
sTORF (MYTNDX+22 4 )

sToRF (MYTNDX+225 )

sToRF (MYTNDX+22 6 )

sTORF (MYINDX+227 )

sToRF (MYïNDX+228 )

sToRF(MYINDX+229)

RETURN
END

=.FT NTÞ / 1 \
_MT T Tñ / 1 \

:T1 ?TÞ I1 \

:T1 iTp I T I

:114ÌP(1)
:TT qTp t1ì
:T16rP (1)
:T17rP(1)
:Z 1 PCAN

-?T --^\l- ¿ a guñt\

:Z2PCAN
:Z2GCAN

**************+************************

FUNCTION RNDUP

--ROUNDS A SAMPLE UP TO NEXT INTEGER***************************************

REAL FUNCTION RNDUP(X)
REAL X,A

A=ABS (X-INT (X) )

rF(A.LT.0.1) THEN
RNDUP:INT (X)

ELSE
IF (X.LT.O) THEN

RNDUP:lNT (X)
ELSE

RNDUP:INT (X)+1
END ]F

END IF
END

***+*******************************+***
FUNCTION ULIMTT
--USER LIMTT FUNCT]ON***************************************

REAL FUNCTTON ULIMIT (HI, LO,X)
REAL HI, LO, X

rF( (x.LE.Hr).AND. (X.GE.LO) ) THEN
UL]MIT:X

ELSE
TF (X.GT.HI) THEN

ULTMIT:HI
END ]F
ÏF (X.LT.LO)THEN
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ULIMIT:LO
END IF

END TF
END
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Appendix II - LPRO Model Recorder signal Assignments

Sional Assiqnmenl SiqnalQuantitY Siqnal Units

I
la âoHz Maonitude Amps primaly_

Amps primary
¿ lh 6OHz Maonitude

Amps primarylc 60Hz Maqnitude

4 Va 60Hz Magnitude Volts orimary

\/h AôHz Maonitude Volts primary

Volts primary
o Vc 60Hz Magnitude

la 120H2 Magnitude Amos orimarv

B lb 120H2 Magnitude Amps primary

o l¡ 1)ñHz Maonitude Amps primary_
Amps primarY

10 l1 Magnitude

11 l2 Maqnitude Amps primary

12 3lo Magnitude Amps primarv

13 \/1 Maonifude Volts primarY

Volts primary
14 V2 Magnitude
4Ã Vo Magnitude Volts primary

16 la RMS Amps primary

Amps primary
17 Ib RMS

18 lc RMS Amos orimarv

19 Va RMS Volts primarv

¿v Vb RMS Volts primary

zl Vc RMS Volts primary

22 Vl memory mag¡.[!ge Volts primary

23 Directional Element 1=Forward/O=Block

24 Phase Inst O/C (50!) 1=Trio/0=Reset

25 Neutral Inst O/C (50N) 1=Trip/0=Reset

¿o Neqative Sequence tr19! o/C-l!O/!Q) 1=Trip/0=Reset

27 Dead Line PickuP 1=Trip/0=Reset

28 Loss of Potential (LOÐ 1=LOP/0=Reset

29 Tana 1 A Phase 51-S2 Anole Degrees
Degrees?n 7r¡nø 1 R Phase S1-S2 Anole
Deqrees

31 Zone 1C Phase 51-S2 Angle

.5¿ Zone 1 Phase Operate 1=Trip/0=Reset

Jó Zone 1A Ground S1-S? 4¡gle Deqrees

34 Tana 1 R Grouncl 31-S2 Anole Degrees
Deqrees35 7¡nø 1C Grouncl S1-S2 Anole

1=Trip/0=Reset7¡nc 1 GroLrnd Ooerate
Deqrees37 Zone2 A Phase S1-S2 Angle

38 Zone2 B Phase 51-S2 Anglq Degreep

rt4



Siqnal Assiqnmenl Signal Quantity Siqnal Units
40 Zone 2 Phase Operate (T1 1) 1=Trio/0=Reset

41 Zone 2 Phase Operate (T12) 1=Trio/0=Reset
42 Zone2 A Ground S1-S2 Anqle Deqrees

43 Zone2 B Ground 51-S2 Anqle Deqrees

44 Zone2 C Ground 51-S2 Anqle Degrees

45 Zone 2 Ground Ooerate (T1 '1 1=Trio/0=Reset
46 Zone2 Ground Operate (T12) 1=Trio/0=Reset
47 Phase A measured Z Ohms secondarv
48 Phase B measured Z Ohms secondarv
49 Phase C measured Z Ohms secondary
50 Phase A measured Z (usinq Ko) Ohms secondarv
51 Phase B measured Z (using Ko) Ohms secondarv

52 Phase C measured Z (using Ko) Ohms secondarv
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Appendix III - LPRO Model Validation Test Results

Cases 1-10

Single-line-to ground faults along the transmission line. Error bars indicate +l- 2.3 ms

relative to the operation of the relay element.
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Cases ll-20
phase-phase faults along the transmission line. Error bars indicate +l- 2.3 ms relative to

the operation of the relay element.
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Cases 2l-25

Single-line-to-ground faults at I0%o of zone I reach with increasing CT saturation. Error

bars indicat e +l- 2.3 ms relative to the operation of the relay element'
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Appendix IV - LPRO Model Vatidation Test Results Using the

Fault Record Flayback Method

Cases L-10

Single-line-to ground faults along the transmission line. Error bars indicate +l- 2-3 ms

relative to the operation of the relay element.
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Cases ll-20
Phase-phase faults along the transmission line. Error bars indicate +l- 2.3 ms relative to

the operation of the relay element.
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Cases 2l-25

Single-line-to-ground faults at l0o/o of zone 1 reach with increasing CT saturation. Error

bars indicate +l- 2.3 ms relative to the operation of the relay element.
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